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Abstract

This report proposes a method to obtain controlled systems, for given state space systems, which
respect equality constraints. It starts with a method to obtain a necessary set of optimality conditions
for systems with equality and inequality constraints. This result is used to transform the equality
constrained conditions to an "equality constrained controlled system" and a method to transform
this (affine) system to an optimal feedforward controller. Finally, methods are posed to apply model
reduction on the affine autonomous controlled systems. Besides the transformation for equality
constraints there is an equivalent approximation for the inequality constraints.
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1 Introduction

Modern control strategies, such as Hoo-design, H 2-design, Model Predictive Control (MPC), are model
based and use explicitly the model of the system to be controlled. These design techniques become
computationally prohibitive for large scale models. Model reduction techniques are used to approximate
large scale models (and controllers) by low order models, such that the difference between the original
model and the approximation is as small as possible.

To gain computational efficiency in control techniques, various design procedures for reduced order con
trollers are possible. Two classical procedures, see [1], are:

Procedure 1:

1. Model reduction on the plant model I:
to obtain the reduced order model 'E

2. Synthesis of a low order controller 'Ec
based on low order model 'E

3. Construction of a controlled system
t K by interconnection

Procedure 2:

1. Synthesis of a high order controller I:c
based on the high order model I:

2. Model reduction on the controller I:c
to obtain the reduced order controller
'Ec

3. Construction of a controlled system
t K by interconnection

Model
Reduction

•

Synthesis
•

~ Synthesis ~Interconnection~

~ ---1.~ ~ ~ ~

(a) Procedure 1

Model
~c Reduction ~Interconnectionl~
~ ---1.~ ~ • ~

(b) Procedure 2

Figure 1: Classical design procedures

The advantage of both design procedures is the relative easy execution of each separate step (i.e. model
reduction vs. synthesis). The reason is that one can use separate techniques for each step without con
sidering the whole procedure. Further is the Procedure 1 computationaly more efficient than Procedure
2, however Procedure 2 will result in a better approximation of the desired controller I:c .

The final goal of the controller design is that the interconnection t K behaves as desired. The classical
methods finally obtain a controlled system, where 'Ec has obtained a low order by either an approximation
of the high order controller or the plant. This means that there are no guarantees on the approximation
error of the controlled system t K with respect to the desired controlled system I:K.

An alternative method, first initiated by Jochem Wildenberg, Siep Weiland, Jobert Ludlage and Leyla
Ozkan in [2], deals with the drawback in the classical strategies. The procedure:

1. Obtain a controlled system representation I:K

2. Apply model reduction on system I:K to obtain 'EK

3. Extract a controller out of the controlled system such that the interconnection of this controller
with the plant yields the approximated controlled system t K

Model
Reduction

•
~ Synthesis
~ . ~Interconnection~

~ . ~
Figure 2: Alternative design procedure
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The main advantage of this procedure is that the final (controlled) system acts approximately as de
sired. Moreover, the approximation error is directly related to the order of the reduction (so there are
guarantees). The drawback of this procedure is that it is not possible to use classical control-design and
model-reduction techniques directly.
A first start on this idea was made by II. Jochem Wildenberg. His corresponding master thesis [3] gives
the derivation of the controlled system design and some model reduction techniques.
This master thesis incorporates constraints into the design goals of the controlled system. This makes it
hard to find a representation suitable for practical implementation.
Although, there are nice results for equality constraints and some attempts and recommendations for the
(nonlinear) inequality constraints.

Section 2 gives an extensive explanation of the applied procedure to obtain order reduced controlled
systems. Also the formal problem formulation and the corresponding dual optimisation method is worked
out in a general setting.
Section 3 applies the methods of Section 2 to linear state space systems with a quadratic cost function
and affine equality constraints. These results are then again transformed to more practical useable system
descriptions. On these controlled systems model reduction procedures are posed in Section 4. Finally an
approximated solution to inequality constrained optimality conditions is posed in Section 5.
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2 Strategy and problem formulation

An input-output system ~ : u t--+ y has a set of possible input-output (time)trajectories P = {(u, y) Iy =
~(u)}. The set P is called the associated behaviour of the system ~.

The behaviour of the system ~ has an extended representation if one considers internal state variables.
The set of state and output trajectories depends on the initial condition and the input trajectory. It is
possible to select the set of (desired) controlled trajectories K by controller interconnection as depicted
in Figure 4a. K is called the controlled behaviour and is the intersection of the sets P and C, where C
is the behaviour of the controller ~e. Those Behaviours can be visualised as in Figure 3. More on the
behavioural approach can be found in the master thesis of Mark Mutsaers and in work of J.C.Willems,
for example [4, 5].

P

C

P

(a) Behavioural set of system I; (b) Behavioural set of
controller I;c

(c) Controller interconnection yielding
controlled behaviour EK

Figure 3: Controller interconnection - a behavioural approach

The goal of this project is to find a model reduced controller t e which approximates the controller ~e.
The applied procedure to obtain t e as already mentioned in the introduction consists of three major
steps:

1. Find a representation of the controlled system ~K

Given the system ~ with behaviour P together with control objectives, find a system description of
the controlled system ~K with desired behaviour K. This system can be depicted as the intercon
nection of the system ~ with the controller ~e as in Figure 4a. At this point, it is still not known
what the controller ~e will be.

d 1/ d

(a) Controlled system I;K (b) approximate controlled system f; K

Figure 4: First steps in reduced controller design

2. Approximate ~K with t K

Apply model reduction on ~K to obtain a reduced order controlled system t K , with approxi
mate behaviour JC (see Figure 4b). Such that JC either meets or approximately meets the control
objectives.

3. Controller synthesis
Given the reduced order controlled system t K , find a representation for a controller t e , if it exists,
such that t e realises 'E K once connected with plant system ~ as in Figure 5b. That is, such that
behaviour associated with 'E K , k = pnc. The synthesis and interconnection are depicted in Figure
5 and are treated in the master thesis by Mark Mutsaers.
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(a) Controller synthesis, obtaining t c

d

(b) Controller interconnection with the
original system ~

Figure 5: Last design steps in controller reduction

Notations and definitions

Preliminary on the upcoming sections, definitions and notational remarks are posed here. More on Hilbert
spaces, Lebesgue spaces, inner products and norms can be found in [6, 7]

• In the scope of Figures 4 and 5, the signals d and II need a more precise definition. The input signal
d can be interpreted as a reference signal, that has to be tracked by some of the output variables,
or as a preliminary unknown disturbance. This thesis will deal with the case that d is set to zero.
This is possible without loss of generality for d being a reference signal. For d being a preliminary
unknown disturbance it is a restriction. The considered system will now be denoted as the noise
free controlled system.
In general the signal II can contain all internal variables of the controlled system ~K' Without loss
of generality, we deal with II = u for the first design step (i.e. finding a controlled system ~K) and
with II = (~) for the second design step (i.e. approximate ~K with t K ).

• The Lebesgue space L 2 is a function space and is defined as:

with inner product and norm

(2.1)

i
t!

(1, g) = f(tf g(t) dt,
to

II f 11e2 = JU:7) (2.2)

• The system description ~ is in internal representation with x E X, u E 1U,and y E Y, for which:

X= L2([to, tj], IRn )

1U= L2([to,tj],lRm
)

Y= L2([to,tj],IRP )

(2.3)

are respectively the set of state functions, input functions and output functions. This are function
spaces of which respectively the functions x(t), u(t) and y( t) take their values in IRn , IRm and IRP .

• The inequality signs 2: and :s; are meant elementwise.

• The notations ((t)lt, and [((t)lt, stand for the expression ((t) evaluated at time t = tl and
((t)lt

"
t2 = ( and [((t)]t

"
t2 = ( stand for the expression ((tI) = ( and ((t2) = (. Further

((t)I~~ = [((tm~ = ((t2) - ((t1 ).

• IR+ = {x E IRlx 2: a}, IR_ = {x E IRlx :s; a}

• The set ..to is introduced to pose an initial feasibility condition to the optimisation problems and
to pose feasibility conditions on solutions of the problems. ..to contains all Xo E IR for which at
time to, there exists a solution to the associated problem Ulto := uo, such that (xo, uo) satisfy the
constraints associated with the problem. For example, for Problem 1 the condition Xo E ..to implies
that h(xo, uo) = a and g(xo, uo) :s; a. Further for any x E ..to equivalent feasibility conditions hold.
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• The solution method in Section 2.2 requires the introduction of function spaces:

A = L2([tO, tf]' JRn)
M= L2([tO, tf]' JRn h

)

e = L2([to,tf],JRn g )

(2.4)

where ,X E A, fJ, E M and e E e are the corresponding continuous functions and nh, n g represent
the dimensions of the range of respectively h(x, u), g(x, u).

• Further the solution method requires the definition of the Euclidean inner product ((',')), which is
defined on the space JRn according to

((t, g)) = F 9

• The matrices R, Q, Nand E are design parameters.

2.1 Problem formulation

(2.5)

First the problem will be posed in a general mathematical way and will be denoted as "the optimal
control problem". After that the derivation of a set of equations which have to hold at the solution of
this problem (the so called KKT conditions) are given.

Problem 1 Let the system ~ be described by

~ = {X(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) x(to) = xo
y(t) = p(x(t), u(t))

Let h : JRn X JRm I-> JRn h , g: IR.n x IR.m I-> JRn g be continuous functions and define the constraints

(2.6)

h(x(t), u(t)) = 0

g(x(t), u(t)) ~ 0

VtE [to,tj]

VtE [to,tj]
(2.7)

Let J : JRn X IR.m I-> IR. be a real-valued function, with F : IR.n x IR.m I-> IR.+ continuous and ~ : IR.n I-> JR+,
and define a cost function

i
t!

J(xo, x(t), u(t)) = F(x(t), u(t))dt + ~(x)lt!,to
to

Solve the problem

(2.8)

P opt := inf J(xo,x,u)
xEX,uEl[)

s.t. g(x,u)

h(x, u)

f(x, u) - X

~o

=0
= 0 x(to) = xo E Xo

(2.9)

Note For clarity the time indices in (2.9) are omitted. In the rest of the document the same notation
is used. Further is the cost function J(xo, x, u) often depicted as a function of only xo and u but that is
due to the complete problem formulation, where x is determined by xo and u through the constraints.

2.2 Dual optimisation method

To solve the optimisation problem the dual optimisation method is used. Theory on this can be found
in appendix A and in [8] and [9J. The method requires a formulation of the Lagrangian L : X x U x A x
M x e I-> JR and the Lagrange dual function £ : A x M x e I-> IR., related through

£(,x, fJ" e) = inf L(x, u,,x, fJ" e)
xEX,uEl[)

For problem 1 the Lagrangian is:

L(x, u,,x, fJ" e) = (l,F(x, u)) + (,x, f(x, u) - x)

+ (fJ" h(x, u)) + (e, g(x, u)) + [~(x) + ((fJ" h(x, u))) + ((e, g(x, u))) ]toh

8
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where partial integration yields:

L(X,U,A,I-t,(J) = (1,F(x,u)) + (A, f(x, u)) + (.x,x) + [((A,X))]to - [((A,X))]tf

+ (I-t,h(x,u)) + ((J,g(x,u)) + [~(x) + ((I-t, h(x, u))) + (((J,g(x,u)))]to,tf

Decomposition of the Lagrangian into its dynamic part and static part, L = Ld + Ls, yields:

(2.12)

Ld = (1,F(x,u)) + (A,f(x,u)) + (.x, x) + (I-t, h(x, u)) + ((J,g(x,u))

Ls = [((A,X))]to - [((A,X))]tf + [~(x) + ((I-t,h(x,u))) + (((J,g(x,u)))]toh

Now the optimisation can be done separately. The dynamic optimisation will return a set of dynamic
equations, for which an exact solution can be obtained based on the boundary conditions that results
from the static optimisation. The following theorem is posed for the dynamical optimisation step and
can be applied along the same lines for the static optimisation.

Theorem 2.1 (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker) If an optimal solution (xopt, Uopt) E X x V to Problem 1 exists,
then there exist (Aopt,l-topt, (Jopt) E A x M x e such that

Dopt := sup £(Aopt, I-topt, (Jopt) = sup inf L(x, u, A, I-t, (J) = Popt
AEA,!-,EM,9EB AEA,!-,EM,9EB xEX,uEIlJ

Then (xopt, Uopt, Aopt, I-topt, (Jopt) satisfy the following KKT-conditions.·

1. Primal feasibility,
Xopt = f(xopt, Uopt), h(xopt, Uopt) = 0, g(xopt, Uopt) :::: 0,

(2.13)

2. Dual feasibility,
(Jopt ~ 0 and (xopt, Uopt) minimises L(x, u, Aopt, I-topt, (Jopt) over all x E X and U E V, where the
triple (Aopt, I-topt, (Jopt) maximises £(A, I-t, (J) and

3. complementary slackness,
((Jopt, g(xopt, Uopt)) = 0

Remark Whenever the optimum (xopt, Uopt, Aopt, I-topt, (Jopt) exists, this optimum is a saddle point of
L. Meaning that in that case the primal feasibility conditions satisfy ,,~L = 0 and "oL = O.

UAopt UI-Lopt

Since the static optimisation can be solved along the same lines, the optimum has to satisfy the following
equations:

Dynamic equations Static equations
1. a. Xopt = f(xopt, Uopt) {o}l ~-O

OAopt -

b. h(xopt, Uopt) = 0 {o} ~-O b. h(xopt, Uopt) Itoh = 0o/J-opt -

C. g(xopt, Uopt) :::: 0 c. g(xopt, Uopt)ltoh :::: 0

2. a. ~-O a. .i!.h.-I - 0 (2.14)8uopt - 8uopt to,tf -

b. ~=O b. .i!.h.-It t = 08xopt 8xop t 0, f

3. a. (Jopt ~ 0 a. (Jopt Ito,tf ~ 0

b. ((Jopt, gopt) = 0 b. (((Jopt,gopt))ltoh = 0

Applying these conditions results in a general system description of the form:

f dyn (Xopt, .xopt , I-topt, (Jopt, Uopt) :::: 0

f stat (Xopt, Aopt, I-topt, (Jopt, Uopt) :::: 0

VtE[tohJ

VtE[to,tfJ
(2.15)

Whenever we find a system description of which all variables satisfy the system of equations (2.15), we
have found the 'optimal controlled system', which respects the constraints.
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3 Affine equality constraints on a linear system with a quadratic
cost

In this section Problem 1 is considered, where the system x = f(x, u) is linear, the equality constraint
h(x, u) affine and the cost function F(x, u) :::: °quadratic. The goal is to obtain a system description for
the controlled system ~K that solves the following optimisation problem:

Problem 2

-2
1 lot f [ Xu ] T [QNT N] [ ]Popt := inf R Xu dt + x T Exlt f

xEX,uEU
(3.1)

s.t. Ahx + BhU + Ch = °
Ax+ Bu-x =0, x(to) = Xo

Here, R > 0, Q:::: 0. E:::: 0, Xo E .1'0 and Ah, Bh, Ch are matrices of appropriate dimensions

Theorem 3.1 The KKT-conditions associated with problem 2 are given as:

with:

~Heqc = {
EZopt =

Uopt =
AWopt + B
CWopt

Aopt + AI/Llto = 0,
Aopt + BI/Lltoh = 0,

h(xopt, Uopt)ltoh = 0,
EXopt - Aopt + AI/Lltf = ° (3.2)

Proof. The proof is given in section 3.7 o
System (3.2) is an autonomous DAE system. It is preferable to convert it to an affine autonomous system
of the form:

(3.3)

Assumption 1 To make it possible to obtain a dynamic state-space system equivalent with (3.2), the
following assumptions are made:

a The matrix BhR-1 BI is assumed to be invertible.

b The constraints are assumed to have full row rank. This means that there are as many constraints
as there are rows in [Ah B h Ch].

c The system ~ is constrained-space reachable, i.e. im(B) n N(Ah) -10.
This means that there must exist a surjective mapping through the input of the system ~ to the
constrained state space .1'0.

Omitting the boundary conditions2 , the final results for problem 2 are summarised in the following
theorem:

Theorem 3.2 Given Assumption 1, it is possible to obtain a controlled system ~K which solves Problem
2. System ~K has a state-space dimension of maximally 2 times the state dimension of the system ~.

~K has the structure of an autonomous affine system.

~ _ { Vopt = AVopt + B
'H eqc -

Uopt = CVopt + V
V(to) = Vo (3.4)

where subscript 'H refers to the Hamiltonian structure of system (3.4).

At this point it is preferable to obtain explicit representations for the matrices A, B, C and V. To do this
four different types of constraints are considered,

2The boundary conditions can be derived from (3.2) along the same lines as used to obtain system (3.4)

10



case A, No equality constraints, i.e. [Ah Bh Ch ] = 0
case B, Equality constraints on both x and u, i.e. A h i= 0 and Bh i= 0
case C, Equality constraints only on u, i.e. Ah = 0
case D, Equality constraints only on x, i.e. B h = 0

The following sections are departed accordingly to these cases. To obtain the system 3.4 for case A (no
constraints) one should use the result of section 3.1. Whenever there are constraints, they have to be
divided into the different types (B,C and D), and the system 3.4 is found by applying the three results,
posed in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, after each other (no matter in which order).

3.1 Case A, No equality constraints

We consider Problem 2 for the case that there are no equality constraints, so

(3.5)

Theorem 3.3 The optimally controlled system which solves Problem 2 for constraints that satisfy (3.5),
is an autonomous system that admits a representation in dynamic form

~ = { Zopt = AZopt
H unc CUopt = Zopt

with Zopt = (~:;: ), C T = [=~=~~;] and

Proof. The result is a particular case of system (3.2)

3.2 Case B, Equality constraints on both x and u

We consider the case where the constraints affect x and u both. So,

(3.6)

o

(3.7)

Theorem 3.4 The optimally controlled system which solves Problem 2 for constraints that satisfy (3.7),
admits a representation in DAE form which is a particular case of system (3.2).
If assumption 1a and 1b hold, then there exist A, B, C, 'D such that the particular case is equivalently
represented by

Zopt =

Uopt =
AZopt + B
CZopt + 'D

(3.8)

Proof. Transformation of the particular case to system (3.8) is given in section 3.8. o
So in the case of affine constraints we can transform the obtained DAB-system into an affine autonomous
system of dimension 2n. Provided that assumption la and Ib hold.

3.3 Case C, Equality constraints only on u

We consider the case where the constraints affect only u, so:

(3.9)

Theorem 3.5 The optimally controlled system which solves Problem 2 for constraints that satisfy (3.9),
admits a representation in DAE form which is a particular case of system (3.2).
If Assumption 1a and 1b hold, then there exist A, B, C, 'D such that the particular case is equivalently
represented by

Zopt =
Uopt =

AZopt + B
CZopt + 'D

(3.10)

Proof. The DAE system here is a particular case of the one of theorem 3.4. So the derivation is along
the same lines. 0

11



3.4 Case D, equality constraints only on the state x

We consider the case where the constraints only affect x, so:

(3.11)

Theorem 3.6 The optimally controlled system which solves Problem 2 for constraints which satisfy
(3.11), admits a representation in DAE form which is a particular case of system (3.2).
If Assumption 1band, 1c hold, then there exist A, B, C, V such that the particular case is equivalently
represented by

Vopt =
Uopt =

AVopt + B
CVopt + V

(3.12)

where the dimension of v equals 2 times n - nh

Proof. Transformation of the particular case to system 3.12 is given in section 3.9.

3.5 Realisations and simulations

D

For evaluation of the results, realisations of system (3.4), which are useful for simulations, are posed in
this subsection. (3.4) has an Hamiltonian structure, which implies that the system is not stable. An exact
solution for (vopt, Uopt) can be obtained by system (3.4) in combination with the boundary conditions.
(3.4) provided with boundary conditions is represented by

. [Au A'2 ] BVopt = A21 -Ai, Vopt +
Uopt = CVopt + V

(3.13)

vito = Vo = fvo (xo)
vlt/ = vf = fv/ (E, X, A, J-t)

Note v is decomposed as v = (~; ), where dim(VI) = dim(V2)'

Although an exact (bounded) solution exists, any practical simulation or implementation will result in
an unbounded solution due to the unstable part. A state transformation of v = [~ 9] 'I'J, with 'I'J = (~), is
in detail in Appendix B and leads (3.13) to an equivalent system

,Q [Au +A,2 P A'2 ] ,0 B
Uopt = x -PAI2 -Ai, Uopt + P

Uopt = Cp'l'Jopt + Vp

'l'Joptlto = 'l'Jo = f1Jo(xo)
'l'Joptlt/='l'Jf=f1J/(E,x,A,J-t,P)

(3.14)

where,

which results in a Dynamic Riccati Equation (DRE) by requiring X to be 0:

. T
-P = PAl2 P + PAll + AllP - A 21

(3.15)

(3.16)

Provided that there exists a P such that DRE holds, X = 0 for the system (3.14). Moreover, the DRE
reduces to an Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) by setting P = o.

0= PA12 P + PAll + AilP - A 21

to obtain an exact solution for system (3.14), the following assumption is posed,

Assumption 2

(3.17)

a There exists a solution to the DRE (3.16)

b A solution to the DRE (3.16) results in All + Al2P to have all its eigenvalues in the open left half
plane for all time t E [to,tf], (i.e. Re{eig(All +AI2 P) < O})

12



c Pltf = E

d All + PA12 is invertible for all t E [to, t/]

Theorem 3.7 If Assumption 2 holds, system (3.14) is equivalent to system (3.18),

i]opt = [All + A 12P]77opt + A12o-const + Bl

Uopt = [ Cl + C2P C2 ] [ 770pt ] + V
O'const

77lto = 770
o-It f = O-const = (All + PA12 )-1(B2 - PBl)

FUrther notice that:

(3.18)

• In general a solution of the DRE (3.16) results in a time varying P, which makes system (3.18) a
time varying system. If P is a solution to the ARE (3.17), and assumption 2 holds, system (3.18)
is no longer a time varying system. So it is preferable to find a solution for P which satisfies the
ARE (3.17).

• Assumption 2c seems to be a major restriction on the solution of the DRE. But since E is a design
parameter it can be chosen to be equal to P, where P satisfies (3.17)

• Assumption 2d guarantees the existence of O-const, which implies that aconst = 0 VtE[to,tfl·

• If All + P A 12 is not invertible, the pseudo inverse will result in a good approximation as long as
(All + P A 12 )o- + (B2 - PBl) ~ o.

3.6 Simple example for equality constraints on the state x

Here the previous theory is illustrated with a simple example. Starting with Problem 2, with N
0, B h = 0, R = Q = I, the example system ~ is taken to be

~={

where,

:i; = Ax + Bu
y = Cx+Du

(3.19)

and for the constraint Xl + X2 = -1:

(3.20)

(3.21)Ahx + Ch = [1 1] [ ~~ ] + 1 = 0

The system with equality constraint (3.22) is an implication for the example of system (3.12) with
v = [~;]. The notation is equivalent to system (3.36), which is an extended representation of system
(3.12).

1
[i]2] [-2.5 -5] [ 772] [1V2]

1'2 = -1.05 2.5 1'2 + !V2
~1i~qC = [ul] = [0~2121 -~V2] [772 ] + [ -0.15 ]

u2 20 V2 2.121 1'2 -0.05

772lto = 770 I'2ltf = 1'1

where the state transformation [~;] = [~ ~] ['Ii] leads to the state evolution matrix:

(3.22)

(3.23){ [~] [~2.5-5P 5P+~~] [;: ] + [ ioV2t~V2P ]

where X = -? + 5p2 + 5P - 1.05. There are two solutions for the ARE (0 = 5p2 + 5P - 1.05), namely
PI = -1.1782 and P2 = 0.1782. Obviously P2 = 0.1782 leads to the stable solution for the following
system:

~ x = { [~2 ]= [ -2.5 - 5P
1ieqc 0- 0
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h - 5P±2.5 - 0.02765 - 8 16 10-3 Who h . ldwere IJcanst - - -.L '2- 1 '2P - -""""3.39l - -.' , IC Yle s,
40 V ~ 4 V ~

{

TJ2 = -3.3917]2 + 0.3128

0.0861 -0.1558
~H;qc = u = [ 0.4488 ] 7]2 + [ -0.0327

7]2lto = 7]0 IJ21tf = IJcanst

(3.25)

The obtained controlled system (3.25) is used to drive the original system (3.19). Some simulation results
are depicted in Figure 6.

.1

.~

Ah"

-'.... o~----~-----.....-';;------.,.';;-----~;;:;-----------:;·

(a) With proper initial conditions

(b) With an infeasible initial condition
for I;

(c) With an infeasible initial condition
for the controlled system I;H;qc

Figure 6: state evolution of the constrained - controlled example system

The simulation results show the importance of proper initial conditions. Figure 6 gives the plot of the
state-trajectories and the constraint: Ahx = Xl + X2 which should equal -Ch = -l.
Figure 6a shows the result for proper initial conditions for as well the controlled system ~Hx as the
system ~ which has to be controlled. This shows the correctness of the obtained results. Th~cMatlab
simulation program can be found in [10].
If the initial conditions of the controlled system do not match with the initial conditions of the system
to be controlled ~ there arise some problems. Figure 6b gives the simulation result for the case that the
initial condition of the system ~ does not match with the constraint for which the controlled system is
designed. So the system starts infeasible. In this simulation the system will go to the constraint with its
natural dynamics. But for an unstable system, the response will drift away because the controller can
not control anything in the infeasible state space. Figure 6c gives the simulation result for the case that
the initial condition of the controlled system ~Hx is not corresponding to the initial condition of the
system ~. This initial condition is in the feasible e;~nstmined state space, but it does not match with the
initial condition of~. The error is due to the transient response which depends on the initial condition
(i.e. on the mismatch). Here again the note that for unstable systems this would lead to an unbounded
response.

14



3.7 Proof of theorem 3.1

Given Problem 2

Problem

Popt := XE~~!EU ~ 1:! [:r[~T ~] [ : ] dt + x
T

Exit!

s.t. Ahx+BhU+Ch =0

Ax+Bu-::i; ==0, x(to)==xo

Here, R> 0, Q ~ 0, E ~ 0, Xo E Xo and Ah, Bh, Ch are matrices of appropriate dimensions

The Lagrangian:

.
F(x,u)

+p,Th(x,u)lto,t! +xTExlt!

where partial integration yields

L(X,U,A,f.1) = (l,F(x,u)) + (A,Ax+ Bu) + (.x, x) + (f.1, h(x, u))
" 'v

Ld(x,U,A,IJo)

+ [((f.1,h(x,u)))]toh + [((A,X))]to + [((x, Ex)) - ((A,X))]t!
" V' #

LB(x,U,A,IJo)

Proof. According to partial integration:

I

t! It!
udv = uvl~~ - vdu

to to

so with A = u and ::i;dt = dv it follows easily that v == x and du == .xdt and:

applying the KKT conditions on Li:

1. Primal feasibility
Ahxopt + Bhuopt + Ch == 0,
AXopt + BUopt - ::i; = 0,
x(o) = Xo

2. Dual feasibility

aX~Pt L(xopt, uopt, Aopt. f.1opt) == °
aU~Pt L(xopt, uopt. Aopt, f.1opt) = °

3. Complementary slackness
This is no longer a condition since it only holds for inequality constraints.

The second condition of item 2 leads to:

Uopt = _R-1(NTXopt + BT Aopt + Bhf.1opt)

which can be incorporated to the other results of conditions 1 and 2.
This leads to the system

(3.26)

(3.27)

o

(3.28)

~ = { EZopt = AWopt + B
H eqc CUopt == Wopt

3The same steps have to be applied to L s

Aopt + AI f.1lto = 0,
Aopt + Bl f.1lto,t! = 0,
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h(xopt, uopt)lto,t! = 0,
EXopt - Aopt + AI f.1lt! == ° (3.29)



with:

3.8 Proof of theorem 3.4

The starting point of this section is the representation of the system (3.2) for Case B. The system of this
case is,

L;H =
[H]

-BR-1B T
NR-1BT _ AT
-Bh R- 1B T

-BR-1BI
NR- 1BI - AI

-Bh R - 1BI ] [ ~::: ] + [ ~ ]
Mopt Ch

With the following relation to generate Uopt:

Uopt = - R-1(NT Xopt + BT Aopt + BIMopt)

Where we can extract an expression for M:

Which leads to the system 3.8, which is equivalent to:

(3.30)

(3.31)

With the following relation to generate Uopt:

Uopt = [C1 C2 ] [ ~oPt ] + [V]
opt

(3.32)

With:

All = A - BR-1NT - BR-1BI (BhR-1Bn-1(Ah - BhR-1NT)

A 12 = -BR-1BT + BR-1BI(BhR-1Bn-1 BhR-1BT

A 21 = N R-1NT - Q + (NR-1BI - AI)(BhR-1Bn-1(Ah - BhR-1NT)

A22 = NR- 1BT _AT -(NR-1BI -AI)(BhR-1Bn-1(BhR-1BT)

131 = BR-1BI(BhR- 1Bn-1Ch

132 = -(NR-1BI - AI)(BhR-1Bn-1Ch

C1 = _R-1(NT + BI(BhR-1Bn-1(Ah - Bh R - 1NT)

C1 = _R-1(BT - BI(BhR-1Bn-1BhR-1BT )

V = _R- 1BI(BhR-1Bn-1Ch

3.9 Proof of theorem 3.6

The starting point of this section is the representation of the system (3.2) for Case D. The system of this
case is,

o ] [ Xopt
-AI Aopt

o Mopt

(3.33)
With the following relation to generate Uopt:

U - [_R- 1NT _R-1B T ] [xoPt]
opt - Aopt

16



Since we know the system has to fulfil all (dynamic and algebraic) equations (which is the algebraic part
of (3.33)), the state space X is restricted to the constrained state space Xo = {x E XIAhx + Ch = O}. It
is obvious that Xo is a subspace of X and that rank{Ad :::; n = dim(x).
Now an elegant way to 'point out' this subspace is by applying a state transformation TJ = Tx,"f = TA,
where T equals V T from the SVD of Ah = U~VT.

Then:

] [

(3.35)

where the * stands for 'undetermined'.
Further we require: {rank(Ah) = rank([Ah Ch]) =full row rank}. Then,

• The row rank is equal to the number of (real) constraints {rank(Ah) =full row rank4 }

• There are no double constraints {rank([Ah Ch]) =full row rank}

• There is a feasible solution for the x, so no contradiction in the constraints {rank(Ah) = rank([Ah Ch])}

The state transformation leads to a new system equivalent to ??, with the property TJl = Cl:

[",.,'] [0] [
All A12 -Ell -1312

~, ]
cl

~20Pt = ~2oPt A2l A22 -1321 -1322
TJ20pt

-011 -012 'T 'T "flopt
~H:qc =

"flopt "flopt -All -A2l ""/2opt (3.34)
"Y2opt "Y2opt -021 -022 'T 'T-A12 -A22 flopt

Uopt = [ C\ 62 ] [ TJopt ]
"fopt

where these matrices (and the ones from (3.35)) are again given at the end of this subsection.

Now if we require {im(B) n N(Ah ) -I 0}, which we will call constrained-space reachabillity and boils
down to invertibility of Ell, we obtain:

"flopt = E 1/(All cl + A12TJ2opt - E12"f2op,) ::::} "Ylopt = El/(A127}2opt - E12"Y2opt)

"Ylopt = Yl,c,Cl + Y l ,'72TJ2opt + Y l ,12"f2opt

So now we have two equations for "Yl, which have to be equal. This will lead to an algebraic (output)
equation which has to hold:

with:

This all leads to system (3.12), where we are actually not longer interested in ~lfl

Vopt =
Uopt =

AVopt + l3
CVopt + V

with:

(3.36)

4full row rank means that the rank equals the number of rows
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Some matrices in extended representation

System matrices from system (3.34) are:

• The observation that ill = 0 follows from the fact that 1]1 = C1·

~12 ] = T(A _ BR-1N T )T-1 = T(A - BR-1NT)TT,
A22

~12 ] = T(BR-1 BT)TT = BR-1 BT ,
B22

912
] = T(Q - NR- 1NT)TT,

Q22

• p, = U'[ /1, which follows from:

and matrices from (3.35):

18



4 Model reduction on the equality constrained systems

The goal of this section is to apply model reduction on the controlled system (3.4). Extensive theory on
model reduction techniques is in [6]. Theorem 4.1 proposes a proper structure for that.

Theorem 4.1 Consider the system derived in (3.4):

~ = { Vopt = AVopt + B
'Heqc u - C + 'T'\opt - Vopt v

Let the plant given by

(4.1)

{
x=

~=
y=

Ax+Bu
Cx+Du

(4.2)

(4.3)

Then there exist (A,B,C, 'D) constructing system (4.3), that is a series concatenation of (4.1) and (4.2),
where u = Uopt such that the output of (4.3) is Vopt := (;::: ),

:E := { Vopt = AVopt + B
Vopt = CVopt + 'D

System (4.3) is an autonomous affine controlled system and represented by Figure 7

I ~1ieqc I Yopt

Figure 7: Systems concatenation :E

here

(4.4)

where x = [J:~], with c constant (resulting from state constraints, i.e. theorem (3.12)). Then Cx =
- - [T 0]-1C [~ ], with C = C OC Tv = [Cc Cv ]

The system (4.3), has several interpretations

• The system (4.3) has an interpretation of an autonomous affine system with a given initial-condition.

• The system (4.3) has an interpretation of a "step response system" :Eg with input matrices Band
V, with a given initial condition. So it is a linear state space system where the input is required to
be a step signal on the input. The step response system :Eg (4.5) is given in Theorem 4.2.

• The system (4.3) has an interpretation of an "impulse response" linear system :Eo. The impulse
response system :Eo (4.6) is given in Theorem 4.5.

Theorem 4.2 The step response system :Eg , which is equivalent to system (4.3) is given as

:E
g

:= { Vopt = AVopt + Bc(t)
Vopt = CVopt + 'Dc(t)

where c(t) is restricted to be a step signal (i.e. c(t) = 0 Vt E [-00,0) and c(t) = 1 Vt E [0,(0)).

(4.5)

Since the time derivative of a step signal c(t) is an impulse 6(t) it is possible to transform the system :E
(4.3) to :Eo

with

:Eo := {
VOopt = Aovoopt + B,56(t)

Vopt = C,5Voopt + 'D,56(t)
(4.6)

(4.7)

which yields the introduction of new state variable ~ and where 6(t) is restricted to be an impulse distri
bution.
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(4.8)

The strategy to apply model reduction is reducing the complexity of the obtained systems 1:" (4.5) and
1:" (4.6). This yields the following problem descriptions:

Problem 3 Given the system (4.3) 1:" : E f-+ v:

1:" := [~ ~]

find a reduced order system t" : E f-+ f)

(4.9)

such that II Tsv - Tsf) 11e2 is minimal and where Ts is a selection matrix.

Problem 4 Given the system 4.6 1:" : b f-+ v:

(4.10)

find a reduced order system t" :b f-+ f)

(4.11)

such that II Tsv - Tsf) 11e2 is minimal and where Ts is a selection matrix.

For many methods of model reduction the requirement on the system to reduce is that it is (asymp
totically) stable. At first insight one would say that this is a problem for a Hamiltonian system. But,
because the model consists of a stable and an anti-stable (Le. all poles in the open right half plane) part,
it is possible to treat both system-parts as a stable system. The reason for this is that anti-stability can
be interpreted as 'anti-causal'-stable.

Theorem 4.3 Given a causal autonomous affine Hamiltonian system ~'Ii of which the state matrix
A = [1~~ 1~~] is a Hamiltonian matrix (i.e. has a Symplectic fo rmj5.

Then it admits a decomposition in its stable part and its anti-stable part such that,

• the system ~s represents the stable part, and has all its eigenvalues in the open left half plane

• the system ~as represents the anti-stable part, and has all its eigenvalues in the open right half
plane

• there exists an interconnection structure such that ~s with ~as represents ~'Ii'

• By time inversion system ~as can be treated as a stable (anti-causal) system to perform model
reduction on.

Proof. Let the system:

~ = { iJ = Av + l3
'Ii v = Cv +V

(4.12)

have n stable and n unstable poles, then an EVD on A = X AXT (i.e. AX = X A) can be ordered such
that:

(4.13)

and a state transformation v = TAV, with TA = X-I, leads to the system:

(4.14)

5 A matrix A has a symplectic form if AT [~ r/] + [~ r/] A = 0 <=} A22 = -AllT
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then by defining the systems ~s and ~us as:

Vs = A/us + B s
Ys = Csvs + V s

Vas = Ausvus + Bus
Yus = CusVus + V us

(4.15)

the interconnection,

Figure 8: Interconnection structure

will be equivalent to the system ~'H

4.1 Model reduction methods for Problems 3

o

Problem 3 treats the controlled system (4.3) as a step response system and aims at applying model
reduction. Balanced truncation might be a first attempt in model reduction.
But since the constant part in the state equations enters the solution (for the state variables) again as a
constant part. This constant part guarantees that the constraints are respected. So it might be better
to obtain a truncated system that preserves the best reachable statespace. Truncation of the state is
then based on the ordered reachability gramian Qreach = T~-l QreachTQ1. Both gramians relate to the

reaching energy of a system as [reach = xTQreachX = xTT~-lQreachTQIX.

Theorem 4.4 The (infinite) reachability gramian for system (4.3) is defined as Qreach = Jo
oo

eAtBBT eAT t dt
is symmetric, positive definite and is a unique solution of the Lyapunov equation

(4.16)

Furthermore there exists a unitary state transformation v = TQv such that the transformed Qreach satisfies

[

0"1 0 0 0]o 0"2 0 0

o 0 o' O"n

(4.17)

A transformed state space system such that the reachability gramian satisfies (4.17) has nice properties to
apply state truncation. To obtain a order reduced system for which the reachable state space is optimal
approximated, Procedure 1 is posed:

Model Reduction Procedure 1 State truncation for optimal approximation of the reachable state
space.

1. Given the system (4.3):

1:: := { Vopt =
l/opt =

AVopt + B
CVopt + V

2. Calculate the symmetric reachability gramian Qreach! which is the solution to the Lyapunov equation
(4.16)

3. Apply a Singular value decomposition, which yields::

Qreach = U~VT = V~VT (4.18)

Since Qreach is symmetric and positive definite the singular values 0"1, .. . O"n of ~ = diag(O"j, .. 'O"n)
are the ordered eigenvalues of Qreach.
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4. Apply a state transformation with T= V.
Qreach then has the structure of (4.17)

5. Construct the transformed system as:

{
t = ~v +~ := TQATQlv + TQB
;; = Cv + 'D := CTQlv + 'D

6. Decompose the state v = [~~] and the matrices

(4.19)

(4.20)

up to an order r such that dim(Vl) = r, then the reduced order model,

4.2 Model reduction methods for Problem 4

(4.21)

Problem 4 treats the controlled system (4.3) as an impulse response system (4.6) and aims at applying
model reduction.
The truncation as in Procedure 1 can be applied to system (4.3) as well. But it might be better to
interchange the reachability gramian with the observability gramian. Then the observable state space
is optimally approximated. The motivation is that good reachability is not useful for constrained input
systems, provided that the input is not representing the constraints.
Hankel norm approximation is another model reduction technique that would be suitable for approxima
tion of (4.3). The motivation for that is given here shortly.

Theorem 4.5 Consider the linear causal time invariant system ~ = [~]

output mapping defined by the convolution operator

Sconv = U f--> y, y(t) = 1: h(t - T)U_(T) dT,

with impulse response

h(t) = { oce
At

B + D8(t) for t 2: 0
for t < 0

[~EJ [~l and its input-

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

defines the mapping from past inputs to future outputs associated with system ~.

The Hankel operator of an input-output system has nice equivalence with the class of impulse response
systems (i.e. systems that have their input restricted to the impulse distribution). The equivalence is
that as well past inputs as an impulse signal bring a system to an initial condition.
The Hankel operator has an induced norm

(4.25)

which equals the square-root of the maximum eigenvalue of the observability matrix times reachability
matrix.
The equivalence of the impulse response models and the Hankel operator gives rise to the conclusion that
Model reduction in the Hankel norm is a good candidate for solving Problem 4. Theory and procedures
can be found in [6].
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4.3 Simple example with Procedure 1

Consider the system to be controlled,

{
[

-I I 0 -2] [ I 2 0 5 5 ]
:i; - I -2 I 2 X + 2 I "':3 -I

E = - 3 I -5 I 4 2 7 3
2 3 I -3 I 3 7 2

y=X

the constraint

XI + X3 =-1

and the cost function to minimise

where E is yet still undetermined

Then with techniques of previous chapters the following controlled constrained system is found,

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

[

-4.076 0.3646
v= -1.008 -6.422

2.017 -0.3225

2.188 ] [0.1271 ]
-0.5349 v + 2.146
-5.337 -0.5194

[

-0.5063
-0.5388

u = 0.09142
0.2501

0.07606
0.1944

-0.2386
0.6976

0.0006413 ] [ -0.1969 ]
-0.3167 0.4287
-0.3812 v + 0.1068

0.6403 -0.6251

(4.29)

which is reduced with Procedure 1 to the following system

v = [-6.193 1.327 ], [ -2.21]
0.4713 -3.348 v + 0.08475

u=
[

-0.04996
-0.2484

0.1216
-0.5081

-0.2613 ] [ -0.1969 ]
-0.5125, 0.4287
-0.3079 v + 0.1068

0.7986 -0.6251

(4.30)

where the following plots give the responses of the state variables XI and X3 and their sum. For the
controlled system and for the order reduced controlled system.

::r--

.,:l------ -------.io~--___.;._---______.J

(a) controlled constrained trajectories (b) controlled constrained trajectories for
the reduced system

which shows that the constraint is still pretty good approximated. The matlab code to generate this
output is in Appendix D.
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5 Representations for affine inequality constraints on a linear
system with a quadratic cost

In this section Problem 1 is considered, where the system x = f(x, u) is linear, the inequality constraint
g(x, u) affine and the cost function F(x, u) ~ 0 quadratic. So the goal is to obtain a system description
for the controlled system ~K that solves the following optimisation problem:

Problem 5

-2
1 1o

tf
[ Xu ] T [QNT N] [ ]Popt := inf R Xu dt + xT Exltf

xEX,uEllJ
(5.1)

s.t. Agx + Bgu + Cg -::; 0

Ax+Bu-x = 0, x(to) = Xo

Here, R> 0, Q ~ 0, E ~ 0, Xo E .1'0 and A g , B g , Cg are matrices of appropriate dimensions

Theorem 5.1 The KKT-conditions associated with Problem 5 are given as:

with:

~H = {ineqc

Zopt = AWopt, g(xopt, Uopt) -::; 0, 80pt ~ 0
Uopt = CWopt, (8opt , g(xopt, Uopt)) = 0

g(Xopt,Uopt)lto,tf :SO,

Aopt Ito =0, EXopt It f =Aopt It f

(5.2)

Zopt = (~:::) Wopt = (~:::) C T = [=~=~~;]
Bopt _R- 1 B;

[

A-BR-l NT _BR- 1B T _BR- 1B T ]

A = NR-1NT _Q NR-1BT _AT NR-1B; _~;

Proof. The proof is given in [10] o

System (5.2) is an autonomous nonlinear system, where the nonlinearity arises from the inequality con
straint. This inequality constraint makes it hard to find an exact solution for the internal variables
(xopt, Aopt).
A solution equivalent with solutions of the equality constrained systems remains an unsolved problem so
far. Although some interesting results are posed in the upcoming Section which might give some insight
in the solution and which are a nice starting point for further research.
As a first attempt in gaining some insight, inequality constraints on the states only are treated in an
approximate case in section 5.1. The approximation is based on the assumption of having prior knowledge
of the active sets of the constraints and the moments that they will be active.
Second an aside is made in dissipativity theory, where some general results for the equality constrained
results are linked to the inequality constrained system with an example.

5.1 Inequality constraints on the state and prior knowledge of the active sets

To gain some insight in the inequality constrained optimal solution, Problem 5 is approximated. The
approximation is restricted to state constraints (i.e. Bg = 0), no cross coupling in the cost function (i.e.
N = 0) and a quadratic end term in the cost function (i.e. ~(x) = xT Ex). But the main approximation
step is that it is assumed to have prior knowledge on the active sets of the inequality constraints.

Definition 5.2 (Active set) Given the set of ng inequality constraints g(x(t), u(t)) -::; 0, then the active
set is defined as:

Qact(t) = {ilgi(x(t), u(t)) = O}
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First a short geometrically explanation of the notion active sets is given. Whenever a state trajectory is
constrained to 'stay on one side of a plane' (ie. is inequality constrained), it is allowed to move freely,
so unconstrained, as long as the trajectory does not tend to violate the boundary defined by the plane.
But at the moment that the boundary tends to be violated, the state trajectory should either stay on
the plane or (maybe after some time) leave the plane in the right direction. As soon as a constraint is
hit, i.e. the trajectory enters the plane, the constraint becomes active, i.e. a member of the active set.

Plane

,
optimal trajccton'
without constraint

optimal trajectory
with constraint

Figure 9: Example of constrained optimal trajectory

In terms of optimal control it is important to note that the optimal state trajectory may already be
different with respect to the unconstrained trajectory before the constraint will be active. This makes
the problem more difficult and will result in differences in the boundary conditions. Besides that it is
in general not the case that the moment that the unconstrained optimal trajectory hits the constraint
equals the moment that the constrained optimal trajectory hits the constraint.

System (5.2) is now approximated with the following (time-) concatenation of systems:

I t E [to, T I ], An unconstrained system ~Hineqc-I

II t E [TI , T2], A constrained system ~HineqC-II' such that Agx +Cg = 0 for all time t E [Tl, T21

III t E [T2' tf]' An unconstrained system ~Hineqc-III

Which can be visualised as follows:

to

Unconstrained

I

Constrained

II

Unconstrained

III

Figure 10: Approximation of inequality constrained system

To solve this problem it is decoupled into the three separate parts where freedom in the boundary con
ditions of these parts is used to treat the concatenation as it is solved by one optimisation problem.
Pontryagin's optimality principle (see for example [11]), states that the optimal path for causal systems
can be found by starting at time t = t f and working backwards in time while following the cheapest path.
So the boundary conditions have to be derived by reasoning from time t = t f, through time t = T2 , t = TI

to t = to. This yields that the system III (i.e. t E [T2 , tf]) has to be treated as a system with initial
condition determined by the final state of system II. The same holds for the initial condition of system
II, which has to be determined from the final condition of system I. But since system II has the require
ment that the initial condition is feasible (i.e. XlT1 E ..1'0) it will become a boundary condition for system I.

Notational remarks

Let a Singular value decomposition of A g define:
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The system I I is equivalent to the equality constrained system Case D (??), of which the state coordinates
v are a subset state space coordinates (TJ, I), defined as:

To couple the systems, system I and I I I are also state space transformed to the.:; domain. Further are
the subscripts T I , Tz, tf for matrices E defined as the final cost at respectively time T I , Tz, tf.

System I

Theorem 5.3 The approximated solution to Problem 5 contains the system ~HI' which is defined by
(5.4)

with:

~opt = A.':;opt

Uopt = C':;opt

with boundary conditions:
T A [E] TTJ(to) = TJo, TJIT, = -~IUl eg , ,IT, = ET1TJIT1+ 0' U1 lIIT1

(5.4)

Proof. The proof is given in section 5.2 []

System II

Theorem 5.4 The approximated solution to Problem 5 contains the system ~HII' which is defined by
(5.5) and is equivalent to system (3.12)

~ _ { Vopt = AVopt + B
H II -

Uopt = CVopt + D

with boundary conditions:

TJzIT, = TJz T" ,IT2 = E T2 TJIT, + [~' ] lIIT1

(5.5)

Proof The proof is equivalent to the proof of theorem 3.6 D

System III

Theorem 5.5 The approximated solution to Problem 5 contains the system ~HIII' which is defined by
(5.6)

with:

{

~opt = A.':;opt

~HII I = Uopt = C':;opt

with boundary conditions:

TJ(Tz) = TJT2 = [ -~'2f£Cg ], TJltf = free, ,Itf = EtfTJltf
(5.6)

Proof The proof is given in section 5.2 D

Realisation and simulation of the inequality approximation

As in section 3.5 a practical representation for the concatenation of systems ~HI (5.4), ~HII (5.5), ~HIII

(5.6), is presented here. The following ARE's have to be solved to obtain the resulting systems:

(5.7)

Now by restricting E T3 and ET2 to

(5.8)
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Theorem 5.6 Let PI, PH solutions of (5.7) and ET3 , ET2 satisfy 5.8, then the approximated solution
to Problem 5 is given by the time-concatenation of the following systems:

(5.9)

" { TJopt = Ii - iJPITJopt
"-'Hlll = _ -1 -T

Uopt - - R B PITJopt

where the boundary conditions are:

(5.10)

(5.11)

TJ(to) = TJo TJI(TI) = -~IIU'[Ch

TJ2(Td = TJ2Tl
TJI(T2) = -~IIU'[Ch

TJ2 (T2) = TJ2T2
(5.12)

5.1.1 Simulation with the simple example

To verify and emphasise the obtained results, The following simulation result is obtained for the simple
example.

o.•,-------,--~-----,------,--~--~--__,

0.2

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

-10.:------:.,0;;------:!:20?----:':30,----.~0----:.;';-0----;.Oc-0---;70

Figure 11: Simulation results inequality constraints with knowledge of the active sets

Figure 11 shows a simulation of the simple example that is used in section 3.6. Here from time l = to
until t = T I = 20 the system is unconstrained, then it is constrained until t = T2 = 40 and then again
unconstrained. The red line shows the constraint, Xl + X2 = -1. This red line is a nice indication for
the instantaneous cost. The initial condition is taken to be nonzero and the simulation result shows that
until just before t = T I the cost stays to zero. And in an optimal manner the constraint becomes feasible
(ignoring some numerical details) just in time. This is the anticipation one would expect. After t = T I

the system keeps its constraint until it is not longer necessary and then again the cost is minimised.
The matlab code corresponding to the example is given in Appendix E.2
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5.2 Proof of theorem 5.6

Given the problem 2

Problem

Popt := xEk~!EV ~l:f [:r[~T ~] [:] dt+xTExltf

st Agx + Bgu + Cg = g(x, u) :::; 0

Ax+Bu -x =0,

where R > 0, Q::::: 0, E::::: 0 and Xo E ..Yo

The Lagrangian:

i
tf

1 [ x ] T [Q N
L(x, u, A, /-1, (}) = to ,2 U NT R

v
F(x,u)

+ (}T g(x, U)ltO,tf + xTExltf

where partial integration yields

x(to) = Xo

(5.13)

L(x, u, A, /-1) = (1, F(x, u)) + (A, Ax + Bu) + (.\, x) + (/-1, h(x, u))
, #

v

Ld(x,u,A,/-L)

+ J(((},g(x,u)))]tO,tf + [((A,X))]to + [((x, Ex)) - ((A,X))]tf,
V

L 8 (X,U,A,/-L)

Proof. According to partial integration:

so with A = U and xdt = dv it follows easily that v = x and du = .\dt and:

applying the KKT conditions on L d
6 :

1. Primal feasibility
Ahxopt + Bhuopt + Ch = 0,
AXopt + BUopt - x = 0,
x(O) = Xo

2. Dual feasibility

aX~Pt L(xopt, uopt, Aopt, /-1opt) = 0

au:
p

, L(xopt, Uopt, Aopt, /-1opt) = 0
(}:::::O

3. Complementary slackness
(((), g(xopt, uopd))

The second condition of item 2 leads to:

6The same steps have to be applied to L s
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o
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which can be incorporated to the other results of conditions 1 and 2.
This leads to the system

with:

~HineqC = {
Zopt =
Uopt =

AWopt

CWopt

g(Xopt, Uopt)ltoh :::; 0, Blto,tt:::; °
EXopt - Aopt + ArBitt = ° (5.16)

(
xop' )

Zopt = >'op, (

Xop' )
Wopt = >'op, C T

(Jopt
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APPENDIX

A Short survey on convex dual optimisation method as used in
section 2

This section is based on theory in [8] and [9], which contain a more complete overview of the theory.
Given a convex optimisation problem:

min
x

f(x)

st h(x)

g(x)
=0
::;0

Define lagrangian L(x,8,J.l) and its lagrange dual function £(8,J.l), where 8 ~ 0:

£(8,J.l) = inf L(x,8,J.l) = inf f(x) + (8,g(x)) + (J.l,h(x))
xEX xEX

Then typically:

Dapt := sup l(8, J.l) = sup inf L(x, 8, J.l)::; sup inf f(x) := Papt
8?O,J.i 8?O,J.i xEX 8?O,J.i xEX

The KKT theorem gives that Dapt = Papt if and only if the following conditions hold:

1. g(xapt} ::; 0, h(xapt) = 0,

2. 80pt ~ °and Xapt minimises L(x,8apt ,J.lapt) over all x E X, where (8apt ,J.lapt) maximises £(8,J.l) and

which are known as primal feasibility, dual feasibility and complementary slackness.

L(x, 8, J.l) = f(x) + (8, g(x)) + (J.l, h(x))

where g(x) ::; 0, 8 ~ °and h(x) = °so obviously

L(x,8,J.l) = f(x) + (8,g(x)) + (J.l,h(x))::; f(x)

Meaning that L(x, 8, J.l) is a lower bound of f(x). With this knowledge it is trivial that Dapt = Papt if
both inner products are equal to 0.

B State transformation for section 3.5

[
T)2opt ] = [ I
aopt -P

So

[ ~~::: ] = [~ ~] [ ~::: ]
<=}

[ ~::: ] = [_Ip ~] [ ~~::: ] + [_Op ~] [ ~~::: ]

°][ T)2
opt

]
I 1'2opt

<=}

[ ~::: ] = [ ~p ~ ::ll:P - PAll + A22P + A 21 ~~A12 + A22 ] [ ~::: ] + [ 8 2 ~~81 ]
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C Background theory for future research

During the master project some theory is studied that can be useful for future research. Although it
did not result in good results so far, because of time limitations, the theory is given in the upcoming
subsections.

C.l An introduction on balancing theory for model reduction

Theory in this subsection is based on material presented in [12]. Balancing is a technique to bring a
system in a representation such that opposing properties are balanced. For example with the classical
balancing method, the reachability gramian greach and the observability gramian gobs are balanced if
they satisfy:

o

o

o
o

o

(C.1)

Now for balancing one often uses energy functions to balance. So a general way to choose a proper energy
function, is by taking some supply functions s(u, y) and its corresponding energy Itt!2 s(u, y) dt. Often
there are taken infima or suprema to be balanced, whether with different suply functions or not. For
some often used energies, there are nice results which we shortly threat here.

Balancing reachability and observability gramians

This form of balancing is the most known and is often referred to as (just) balancing.
We consider the stable system

:i: = Ax+Bu
y= Cx

Definition C.l The controllability function Lc and the observability function La are defined as

L c = inf {~ fO II U 11 2 dt I x(-oo) = 0, x(O) = X O}
uEU 2.J_00

La = {~ .£00 II y 11
2 dt I X(O) = XO, U(t) = 0, 0::; t < 0}

(C.2)

(C.3)

Theorem C.2 Consider the system (C.2). Then Lc(xo) = ~x6g~~chxo and Lo(xo) = ~x6gobsxo, where

greach = Iooo eAtBBT eATt dt is called the reachability gramian and gobs = Io
oo eATtCTCeAt dt is called

the observability gramian.
Furthermore greach and gobs are symmetric and positive definite and are unique solutions of the Lyapunov
equations

(CA)

Theorem C.3 There exists a state space representation where greach and gobs are balanced as given
in (C.1). Where ()1, ... , ()n are the square roots of the eigenvalues of greachgobs (which are invariant for
similarity transformations). HLrthermore ()1, "" ()n equal the Hankel singular values, i.e., the singular
values of the Hankel operator of the system.

Now balancing the state by means of a state transformation leads to a system where it costs as much to
reach some state as it costs to observe the same state. Furthermore, the cost for reaching (and observing)
state Xi+l is higher or at most equal, to the cost for reaching state Xi for any i E [1, n - 1],

This method works rather good, but can only be applied on stable systems. The next two balancing
methods, are somewhat more general. They both balance in some way the energies [available(XO) and
[required(XO) from Definition C.10.
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LQR balancing

A specially suitable balancing method for (optimal controlled) Hamiltonian systems, is LQR balancing.
For a good understanding we briefly recapitulate LQG control theory:
Consider minimal state space system:

x = Ax + Bu+ Bd
y = Cx + v

(C.5)

where d and v are independent white Gaussian noise signals.

The cost function to be minimised J(xo, u) = E {limT->ex> JOT yTY + uT u dt}, leads to the following

optimal compensator:

z = Az + Bu + PfareCT(y - Cz)
u = -BTpearez

where Pfare and Peare are solutions to the riccati equations:

APfare + PfareAT + BBT - PfareCTCPfare = 0

ATpeare + PeareA + CTC - PeareBBTpeare = 0

(C.6)

(C.7)

We consider again the system (C.2), which is not required to be stable, and balance the energies Cpast(xo)
and Cfuture(xO)

Definition C.4 The past energy Cpast(xo) of the system once in state Xo is the energy it took to bring
the state from x( -00) = 0 to state x(O) = Xo, by means of the classical LQG controlled system

Cpast(xo) = inf {jO II y 11
2 + II U 11

2 dtlx( -00) = 0, x(O) = x o}
uEU -ex>

(C.8)

The future energy Cfuture(xO) of the system once in state Xo is the minimal necessary energy it takes to
bring the state from x(O) = Xo to x(00) = 0, by means of the classical LQG controlled system

Cfuture(xO) = inf {lex> II y 11
2 + II U 11

2 dtlx(O) = xo, x(oo) = O}
uEU 0

Theorem C.5

(C.g)

(C.lO)

Where it is important to note the equivalence between the energies to be balanced and the cost-function
that is minimized by the controller.

Or equivalently for the following system

x = Ax+ Bu
y = Cx+Du

it can be derived that

Theorem C.6

(C.Il)

(C.12)

with LG-gramians P _ < 0 and P+ < 0 the minimal and the maximal solution of the following Riccati
equation

(C.13)

Definition C.7 A system is LQ-Balanced if

(C.14)

where 0"1 ;::: ... ;::: O"n are the LQ-singular values
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Passivity based balancing

Again recalling definition Definition C.IO, passivity based balancing is the simply balancing [available
and [required by taking for both sav(u, y) = Sreq(u, y) = uTy.

C.2 Optimal control and Dissipative systems theory

In this section we give an overview of some interesting theory on dissipative systems and the link to
optimal control. Here we summarise the main result of section C.2.2. The definitions therefore are in the
next sections and the theory is mainly obtained from [13]. Given the following problem:

mJn 100

F(x, u)dt

st. x = f(x, u) x(O) = Xo

with x(O) = Xo and F(x, u) Then

V*(xo) = mJn {lOO

F(x, u)dtlx = f(x, u), x(O) = xo}

Satisfies the reversed DIE with equality:

v; (x(j)f(x*, u*) + F(x*, u*) = 0 ~ >..*T (x*)f(x*, u*) + F(x*, u*) = 0

Then by vd Schaft [13]:

u* = fu(x*,>..*) = fu(x*, V; (x(j))

(C.15)

(C.16)

(C.17)

(C.18)

where fu stands for a function to obtain u*.
So with this result we can state that if we can solve problem (C.16) and the function fu, we have a
feedback law to obtain the optimal control.

Note For the case that f(x, u) = Ax + Bu and F(x, u) = HxTQx + uT Ru}, Iu is known to be:
fu = _R-1BT>.. = -R-1BTV;(x(j)

C.2.1 Dissipative systems theory

A given system is said to be passive if and only if there can only be extracted a finite amount of energy
(so it is bounded from above).
Mathematically this means:

Definition C.8 Let G: L(U) --+ L(U*). Then G is passive if there exists some constant (3 such that:

(G(U)IU)T:2: -(3

-(G(u)lulr ::; (3

Where:

\:Iu E L(U), \:IT :2: 0

~

\:Iu E L(U), \:IT :2: 0

(C.19)

1. U is the linear finite dimensional input space and U* is the dual space of U, which is the set of all
linear functions on U.

2. (yIU)T = JOT (y(t)lu(t))dt and (ylu) the duality product (or KroneckerTensor-product) between U
and U* (or between u E U and y E U*)

3. Interpretation: (ylu) is usually the instantaneous power, so (ylulr is then the externally supplied
energy during the time interval [0, T]

4. Often L(U) is taken as L2 (U) and L(U*) as L2 (U*)

5. for causal systems: (G(U)jU)T= ((G(U))rIUT)=(G(u)lu)
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Definition C.9 A State space system:

~={ x = f(x,u)
y = h(x,u)

u E U, x E X
yEY

(C.20)

is dissipative with respect to supply rate s : U x Y --> IR+ if there exists a storage function S : X --> IR+
such that:

j
t l

S(X(to)) + s(u(t), y(t))dt ::::: S(X(td)
to

for all Xo E X, all t1 ::::: to and, all input functions u E U X IR+

Where:

(C.21)

• the inequality is known as the "Dissipation inequality" (DIE), introduced by J.C.Willems(1972)

• for conservative systems the DIE holds with equality

• the supply rate is positive if there is energy applied to the system and negative if energy is extracted
from the system. This makes it logical that s is a function of the inputs and outputs.

• the (physical) interpretation: For a dissipative system the storage (energy) of a system on any time
moment (td after to can not exceed the sum of the energy on to and the supplied (instantaneous)
power between to and tl

• ~ is passive if it is dissipative with respect to supply rate s(u, y) = uTY

• last item follows from choosing s(u, y) = (ylu), {u E U, Y E Y = U*}, then, for ~ dissipative, the

DIE gives the relation: JoT(y(t)lu(t))dt::::: S(x(T)) - S(x(O)) ::::: -S(x(O)), which leads to passivity
by taking S(x(O)) = (3.

From now on we consider only storage functions S which are 0 1 (continuously differential). Then the
DIE implies the (local) Differential dissipation inequality (DDI):

Sx(x)f(x, u) ::; s(u, h(x, u)) \:Ix, u (C.22)

Remark Sx = (g;, (x), ... , %x: (x)), is the row-vector of partial derivatives.

Another important concept out of the dissipativity theory, which is especially useful for balancing, is
given by the following definition

Definition C.IO The available storage Cavailable(XO) is the maximal amount of energy that can be
extracted from a system once in state Xo

Cavailable(XO) = sup {- ~tl sav(u, y) dtlt1 ::::: 0; x(O) = xo}

The required supply Crequired(XO) is the minimal amount of energy necessary to reach state xo

Crequired(XO) = inf {fa Sreq(U, y) dtlL I ::; 0; x(O) = xo}
t-l

C.2.2 Optimal control

in this section we consider the implication optimal control theory has in the dissipativity theory.
Let's consider the following optimisation problem:

mJn 100

F(x, u)dt

st. x=f(x,u)
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We define F(x, u) with the property F(x, u) ~ 0 Vx, u.
Now we know from the (Pontryagin's) principle of optimality7, that the value function8 :

V(xo) = m~n {lCO F(x, u)dtlx = f(x, u), x(O) = x o}

satisfies for all t l ~ to, and all u:

i
t,

V(x(to)) ~ V(x(t l )) + F(x,u)dt
to

(C.26)

(C.27)

This obviously is a reversed Dissipation inequality, which equals (by differentiating) the reversed Differ
ential Dissipation inequality :

Vx(x)f(x, u) + F(x, u) ~ 0,

Defining the pre-Hamiltonian:

Vx,u (C.28)

K(x, A, u) = AT f(x, u) + F(x, u) (C.29)

Under some mild conditions9 , the implicit function theorem implies that locally near (0,0) there exists a
u·(x,p) such that:

K(x, A, u) ~ K(x, A, u·(x, ,\)) =: H(x,,\) Vx,p (C.30)

Under the assumption that u· exists globally, (C.28) is equivalent to the reversed Hamilton-Jacobi in
equality:

Vx E X (C.31)

Now we consider the n-dimensional manifold M with local coordinates x = (Xl, ...x n ) and the
cotangent bundle T· M, which is a 2n - dimensional manifold with natural local coordinates (x,,\) =
(Xl, ... , xn, AI, ... , An)IO.

Definition C.ll The Hamiltonian vectorfield X H on T· M, corresponding to the Hamiltonian H is
defined in natural coordinates as:

oH
Xi = OAi (X, A)

. oH
,\" = --(x A)

t OXi'

(C.32a)

(C.32b)

Up to this point we still deal with the theory of nonlinear systems (which can be applied as well to linear
systems). To continue with the theory we define the following linearization of X H at (xo, Ao):

(C.33)

which is a Hamiltonian matrix, because it satisfies

'HT J + J'H = 0, with J = [ 0In -In]
o ' necessarily having a symplectic form (C.34)

Note This is easily seen by naming A = g;!f>., yielding - g~ffx = - AT.

7In the scope of (C.27) the maximum principle of pontryagin has the same interpretation as the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation (HJB), which follows from the observation that the optimal 'cost to go' from t ~ to is always greater or equal to
the optimal 'cost to go' from any t ~ tl for all tI ~ to.
This leads to the observation that the optimal control can be found by starting at t = 00 and working backwards in time,
following the 'cheapest path'. Now (C.27) implies that for all time we need the optimal ti, satisfying (C.26)

8this value function can be interpreted by the energy storage, except for the fact that the inequality is 'the other way

around', so it can be seen as the complete energy (and Itt: Ldt the supply) it takes to apply the optimal control. So it has
the interpretation of the HJB equation

9 R = 8
2

F (0 0) > 0
~,

lOmore on this can be found in vd schaft chapter 8.
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Remark J is the linear analog of the canonical two-form w = 2:~=1 dAi 1\ dXill, locally defined on
manifold T* M.

Now Let V be any solution to (C.35) with equality, that is, the Hamilton-Jacobi(-Bellman) equation:

H(x, V;(x)) = 0

Then by (C.30)

R(x,u):= K(x, V;(x),u)::::: 0 VX,u

(C.35)

(C.36)

and since by (C.29), K(x, VxT(x) , u) = Vx(x)f(x, u) + F(x, u), we obtain by integration:

T T1 F(x, u)dt =1 R(x, u)dt + V(x(O)) - V(x(T))

In order to apply invariant manifold techniques, we assume that:

(C.37)

f(O,O) = 0, L(O,O) = 0,
aLax (0,0) = 0, (C.38)

Proposition C.12 Assume that the stable invariant submanifold of XH, through equilibrium (xo,po)
is given as Nv -, with V- (0) = O. equivalently assume that the unstable invariant submanifold of XH,
through equilibrium (xo,Po) is given as N v+, with V+(O) = O. Then for every solution V of (C.28) with
V(O) = 0:

V+(x) ::; V(x) ::; V-(x) ::::: 0, Vx E X (C.39)

Remark This may look contra-intuitive, because V implies the minimal cost to reach x(00) = 0 (by
assumption (C.38)). But on the other hand we know from optimal control theory that it may be 'cheaper'
to reach a point by using some part of the unstable manifold.

Considering V = V- , we obtain the following conclusion:

Proposition C.13 Let V- exist globally. Then

min { ['XJ F(x, u)dtlx = f(x, u), x(O) = xo, lim = O} = V- (xo)
u Jo t-+<X:1

whereas the optimal control is given in feedback form as

(CAO)

(CAl)

Proof. Because (C.30), V- ::::: 0 and V-(O) = 0 together with the observation limT-+oo x(T) = 012
, (C.37)

(with V = V-)is minimised by substituting (CAl) 0

Remark Vd Schaft further gives a detectability condition to exclude other solutions for V, satisfying
v>o.
And ~e proposes that for any V, for which V(O)=O and for which J: F(x, u)dt ::::: V(x(O)) - V(x(T)),
V ::; V.

considering the linear system with quadratic cost

If we consider the linearizations:

(CA2)

Q = ~(O, 0) R = ~(O, 0) N = ::tu (0, 0)

which equals the case that we want to solve:

mJn100

~ [ : r[~T ~] [: ]dt

st x= Ax + Bu

(CA3)

11 Intuitively the /\ has the same interpretation for n-dimensional spaces as the classical outer product has for 3-dimensional
spaces, it specifies with one vector, a space (hyperplane) defined by two vectors (the span)

12implied by the choice V = V- together with (C.38)
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Remark Since ~ [ : ] T [~T ~] [ : ] = Hx TQx + x T N u + uT NT X + uT Ru} and since yT y =

(xTCT +uTDT)(Cx+Du) = xTCTCx+uT DTCx+xTCT Du+uTDT Du, the choice of Q = CTC,N =
C T D (so NT = DT C) and R = DT D leads to the cost function ft h T ydt

This leads to the Hamiltonian matrix DXH = H

pre-Hamiltonian

K(x,)..,u) = )..T(Ax + Bu) + ~{xTQx + x T Nu + uTNT X + uT Ru}

optimal input

u*(x,)..) = _R- l NTX - R-l BT )..

Hamiltonian

H(x,)..) = )..TAx _)..TBR- l NTX _)..TBR- l BT )..

1
- -{xTQx + 2xT NR- l NTX + xTNR- l B T ).. +)..TBR- l NTX

2
- xT NR-INT X _)..T BR- l B T ).. _ )..TBR- l NTX _ xT NR- l B T )..}

= )..T(A _ BR-lNT)x _ !)..TBR- l B T ).. + !xT (_Q + N R- l NT)x
2 2

which shows the correctness of (C.32) and of (C.33)

simple example

We again take the simple example from previous sections so

:i: = Ax + Bu:::} [ ~l ] = [-1 1] [Xl ] + [1 2] [Ul ]
X2 1 - 2 X2 2 -1 U2

with for the cost J, N = 0 and Q = R = I
then the Hamiltonian matrix is:

(C.44)

(C.45)

(C.46)

(C.47)

(C.48)

[

-1 1
_ [ A -BR- l B T ] _ 1-2

H- T--Q -A -1 °° -1

-5 °1° -5
2 -1

-1 1

(C.4g)

optimal input

u*(x,)..) = _R-l B T ).. = [=; -i] [~~ ]= -3)..1 -)..2

and the Hamiltonian:

=)..TAx _ !)..TBR- l B T ).. - !xTQx
2 2

H(x,)..) = [)..l )..2] [-~ _;] [ ~~ ] - ~ [)..l )..2] [~ ~] [ ~~ ]

- ~ [Xl x2 J[ ~ ~] [~~ ]

(C.50)

(C.51)

(C.52)

( )
22 5 2 5 2H x,).. = -)..lXl + )..2Xl + )..lX2 - )..2X2 + XI + x2 + "2)..1 + "2)..2 (C. 53)

which has its minimum in (Xl,X2,)..1,)..2) = (0,0,0,0). Also (C.32) leads to the same result as H. It
should not be surprising that for the simple example for equality constraint, the same system as in section
3.6 has to be obtained when the state transformation is applied and the variables become constrained

. '-1 ' , ,
the same way. This means that "71 = Cl and 1'1 = Bll (AllCl + A 121'2 - B 121'2).
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D General Matlab document

In this appendix a general matlabfile is posed that converts the system as given at the top of the file into
the following systems:

• Unconstrained controlled hamiltonian system: SigmaH

• Unconstrained controlled hamiltonian system transformed with Riccati solution: SigmaHP

• Equality constrained controlled hamiltonian system: SigmaHeqc

• Equality constrained controlled hamiltonian system transformed with Riccati solution: SigmaHeqcP

• Equality constrained controlled hamiltonian system transformed with Riccati solution and as stable
realisation: SigmaHeqcP_sim

• Order reduced model of SigmaHeqcP_sim with 'optimal observability': Sigmatrunco

• Order reduced model of SigmaHeqcP--sim with 'optimal reachability': Sigmatruncr

total implementation

all systems are pictured as step responses, or equivalently as an outonomous affine system with given
initial state. *note: Sigma-H has B-H=D_H=1l (*empty), so the system is linear with given initial state
(which can be described as impulse response)

-R\B' _IT' I eta I
I_gamma _I

-B/RB' 1 I eta I
-A'_IT' l_gamma_1

<==>

1_ u _I = 1_ -R\N'

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Sigma_H=ss(Ah,Bh,Ch,Dh), is the unconstrained Hamiltonian system
%order of system= 2*n
%
% I eta_dot I I A
% l_gamma_dot_1 =TI_ -Q
%
%
%
%
%
% I eta_dot I I I I eta 1
% l_gamma_dot_1 =1_ AH _I I_gamma _I + [BH]
%
% 1_ u _I = 1_ CH _I I eta I+[DH]
% I_gamma _I
%
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Sigma_HP=ss(AHeqcP,BHeqcP,CHeqcP,DHeqcP), is the unconstrained
%Hamiltonian system transformed such that DRE appears in the left lover
%corner of matrix A_HeqcP
%order of system= 2*n
%
% I eta_dot I I I I eta I
% l_sigma_dot_1 =1_ AHP_I I_sigma _I + [BHP]
%
% 1_ u _I = 1_ CHP _I I eta I+[DHP]
% I_sigma _I
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Sigma_Heqc=ss(AHeqc,BHeqc,CHeqc,DHeqc), is the constrained Hamiltonian
%system
%order of system= 2*n-2*nh
%
% I eta2_dot I I I I eta2 I
% l_gamma2_dot_1 =1_ AHeqc _I l_gamma2 _I + [BHeqc]
%
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1_ CHeqc _II eta2 1+[DHeqc]
l_gamma2 _I

% 1_ u _I
%
%
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Sigma_HeqcP=ss(AHeqcP,BHeqcP,CHeqcP,DHeqcP), is the constrained
% Hamiltonian system transformed such that DRE appears in the left lower
% corner of matrix A_HeqcP
% order of system= 2*n-2*nh
% -
% 1 eta2_dot I I 1 1 eta2 1
% l_sigma2_dot_1 =1_ AHeqcP_1 l_sigma2 _I + [BHeqcP]
%
% 1_ u _I = 1_ CHeqcP _II eta2 1+[DHeqcP]
% l_sigma2 _I
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Sigma_H_hat=ss(AH_hat,BH_hat,CH_hat,DH_hat), is the
%reduced Sigma_H.
% Sigma_Heqc_hat=ss(AHeqc_hat,BHeqc_hat,CHeqc_hat,DHeqc_hat), is the
% reduced Sigma_Heqc.
% Sigma_HeqcP_hat=ss(AHeqcP_hat,BHeqcP_hat,CHeqcP_hat,DHeqCP_hat), is the
% reduced Sigma_HeqcP.
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%

initialise

clc clear all close all

Specify the original system, costfunction-parameters and the constraint

A=[-1 1 0 -2 ;1 -2 1 2 ; 3 1 -5 1 ; 2 3 1 -3] ;eig(A) B=[1 2 .5 5;2 1
-3 -1;42 7 3;1 37 2]; C=eye(4); D=O; Sigma=ss(A,B,C,D); save Sigma
Sigma

%dimensions of the system Sigma: n=dim(x), m=dim(u), p=dim(y)
sizeB=size(B);sizeC=size(C);
n=sizeB(1)% n dim x == size(A) (1,1)%%rank(A)
m=sizeB(2)% m dim u
p=sizeC(1)% p dim y

N=zeros(n,m); Q=eye(n); R=eye(m);
% constraint
Ah=zeros(1,4); Ah(1,1)=1; Ah(1,3)=1;
Bh=[]; Ch=[1]%-[0.04;-0.04];
%Ah=[1 1]; Bh=[]; Ch=[1];

nh=rank(Ah); n_nh=n-nh;

ans =

-0.4599 + 1.1194i
-0.4599 - 1.1194i
-4.6675
-5.4127

n =

clear sizeB sizeC
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4

m =

4

p

4

Ch

1

apply svd on Ah and make the state transformation

[U,S,V]=svd(Ah); T=V';

Ahat=T*A*T' ;
Chat_1=-R\N'*T' ;

S1=S(: ,1:nh);
const1=S1\U'*(-Ch);

Qhat=T*Q*T'; Bhat=T*B/R*B'*T'; Btilde=T*B;
Chat_2=-R\B'*T'; %Chat_1=[];

% throwaway the zeros

define the system matrices for system SigmaH=ss(AH,BH,CH,DH)

this is the hamiltonian system after state transformation eta=TX, gamma=Tlambda

AH=[Ahat -Bhat;-Qhat -Ahat']; BH=[]; CH=[Chat_1 Chat_2]; DH=[];
%naar buiten voeren

display(' ');display('SigmaH:');

SigmaH=ss(AH,BH,CH,DH) save SigmaH SigmaH display('lijkt goed te
gaan! ');

---------------------- SigmaH:

a =
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

x1 -1. 5 1.414 -3.5 -0.7071 -80.62 11.67
x2 1.414 -2 0 2 11.67 -15
x3 -0.5 0 -4.5 2.121 -23.87 8.132
x4 2.121 3 -0.7071 -3 -60.46 18
x5 -1 -0 -1.11e-016 -0 1.5 -1.414
x6 -0 -1 -0 -0 -1.414 2
x7 -1.11e-016 -0 -1 -0 3.5 -0
x8 -0 -0 -0 -1 0.7071 -2

x7 x8
x1 -23.88 -60.46
x2 8.132 18
x3 -27.62 -31.47
x4 -31.47 -63
x5 0.5 -2.121
x6 -0 -3
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x7
x8

4. ~)

-2.121
0.7071

3

b
Empty matrix: 8-by-0

c =

xl x2 x3 x4 x5
yl 0 0 0 0 -3.536
y2 0 0 0 0 -2.828
y3 0 0 0 0 -5.303
y4 0 0 0 0 -5.657

d

Empty matrix: 4-by-0

Continuous-time model. lijkt goed te gaan!

x6 x7 x8
-2 -2.121 -1
-1 0 -3

3 -4.596 -7
1 1.414 -2

Define system matrices SigmaHP=ss(AHP,BHP,CHP,DHP) - some problems
still

through unsolvability of the are in some cases, ....

%PHP=are(Ahat,Bhat,-Qhat); %some numerical trouble, ...
display(' ');

[PHP_l,PHP_2]=ric_schr(AH); PHP=PHP_2!PHP_l; %no numerical trouble, ... ?
display('the following number should be close to zero:')
check_zero_approxHP=PHP*Ahat+Ahat'*PHP+Qhat-PHP*Bhat*PHP
AHP=Ahat-Bhat*PHP; BHP=[]; CHP=Chat_l+Chat_2*PHP; DHP=[];

%naar buiten voeren
display('SigmaHP:'); SigmaHP=ss(AHP,BHP,CHP,DHP) save SigmaHP
SigmaHP display('lijkt goed te gaan!');

______________________ the

following number should be close to zero:

1.0e-014 *

-0.0333 0.0389 0.0555 0.1166
-0.2220 0.0111 0.0319 0.1887
0.2193 -0.0860 -0.0389 -0.1055
0.0389 -0.2387 -0.0722 -0.3664

SigmaHP:

a =

b

xl
x2
x3
x4

xl
-8.371

1.581
-1.198
-1.773

x2
-2.928
-3.669

-0.9529
0.6465

x3
-3.171
0.7625
-6.858
-2.244

x4
-6.203
2.995

-1. 041
-8.789

c =

Empty matrix: 4-by-0
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xl x2 x3 x4
yl -0.3687 -0.5975 -0.05105 -0.2283
y2 -0.3066 -0.5458 0.1234 -0.4112
y3 -0.1842 0.02417 -0.3731 -0.601
y4 -0.6583 -0.1439 0.3782 -0.05991

d

Empty matrix: 4-by-0

Continuous-time model. lijkt goed te gaan!

partition Ahat, Bhat, Qhat etc to obtain finally PsLcl, ..PsLgamma2

Ahat_11=Ahat(1:nh,1:nh);
Ahat_12=Ahat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Bhat_11=Bhat(1:nh,1:nh);
Bhat_12=Bhat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Qhat_11=Qhat(1:nh,1:nh);
Qhat_12=Qhat(1:nh,nh+1:n);

Ahat_21=Ahat(nh+1:n,1:nh);
Ahat_22=Ahat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);
Bhat_21=Bhat(nh+1:n,1:nh);
Bhat_22=Bhat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);
Qhat_21=Qhat(nh+1:n,1:nh);
Qhat_22=Qhat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);

a11=Ahat_22-Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
a12=-Bhat_22+Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
a21=-Qhat_22-Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
a22=-Ahat_22'+Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
b1=(Ahat_21-Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_11)*const1;
b2=(-Qhat_21-Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Ahat_11)*const1;

Chat_11=Chat_1(:,l:nh); Chat_21=Chat_2(:,1:nh);
Chat_12=Chat_1(:,nh+1:n); Chat_22=Chat_2(:,nh+1:n);

c1=Chat_12+Chat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
c2=Chat_22-Chat_21/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
d=(Chat_11+Chat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_11)*const1;

%Upsilon_c1=b1+b2; PSi_c1=Upsilon_c1+Qhat_11+Ahat_11'/Bhat_11*Ahat_11;
%Upsilon_eta2=a11+a21; Psi_eta2=Upsilon_eta2+Qhat_12+Ahat_11'/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
%Upsilon_gamma2=a12-a11'; Psi_gamma2=Upsilon_gamma2+Ahat_21'+Ahat_11'/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;

fordefine the system matrices
Heqc=ss (AHeqc,BHeqc,CHeqc,DHeqc)

AHeqc=[a11 a12;a21 a22]; BHeqc=[b1;b2]; CHeqc=[c1 c2]; DHeqc=d;
%naar buiten voeren, ...

display(' ');display('SigmaHeqc:');

SigmaHeqc=ss(AHeqc,BHeqc,CHeqc,DHeqc) save SigmaHeqc SigmaHeqc
display('lijkt goed te gaan! ');

---------------------- SigmaHeqc:

a =
xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

xl -1.795 -0.5065 1.898 -13.31 4.677 9.251
x2 -0.4188 -3.464 2.331 4.677 -20.56 -13.56
x3 1. 94 1.917 -2.47 9.251 -13.56 -17.67
x4 -1.025 0.06139 0.0124 1.795 0.4188 -1. 94
x5 0.06139 -1.152 -0.0307 0.5065 3.464 -1.917
x6 0.0124 -0.0307 -1.006 -1.898 -2.331 2.47
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b

u1
xl -0.8465
x2 0.03947
x3 -2.295
x4 -0.0186
:;:5 0.04604
x6 0.009302

c =

xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
y1 -0.06202 0.1535 0.03101 -2.512 -1.074 1.651
y2 -0.04961 0.1228 0.02481 -1. 409 0.8376 -0.8791
y3 -0.09302 0.2302 0.04651 2.233 -3.026 -3.023
y4 -0.09922 0.2456 0.04961 0.1814 3.089 2.242

d

u1
y1 -0.04651
y2 -0.03721
y3 -0.06977
y4 -0.07442

Continuous-time model. lijkt goed te gaan l

define the system matrices
qcP=ss(AHeqcP,BHeqcP,CHeqcP,DHeqcP)

for system SigmaHe-

display(' '); PHeqcP=are(a11,-a12,-a21)
% [PHeqcP1,PHeqcP2,fail]=ric_schr(AHeqc);% [PHeqcP1,PHeqcP2,fail]=ric_eig(AHeqc);
% PHeqcP=PHeqcP2/PHeqcP1
display('the following number(quadratic equation with Riccati
solution) should be close to zero:')
check_zero_approxHeqcP=max(max(PHeqcP*a11+a11'*PHeqcP+PHeqcP*a12*PHeqcP-a21))%+PHeqcP*a12*PHeqcF

AHeqcP=[a11+a12*PHeqcP a12;zeros(n-nh) -(a11+a12*PHeqcP)'];
BHeqcP=[b1;b2-PHeqcP*b1]; CHeqcP=[c1+c2*PHeqcP c2]; DHeqcP=d;

% naar buiten voeren, ...
display('SigmaHeqcP:'); SigmaHeqcP=ss(AHeqcp,BHeqcp,CHeqcP,DHeqcP)
save SigmaHeqcP SigmaHeqcP display('lijkt goed te gaan! ');

PHeqcP =.

0.2643
0.0007
0.1335

0.0007
0.1219
0.0336

0.133,5
0.0336
0.2064

the following number(quadratic equation with Riccati solution)
should be close to zero:

-2.2204e-016

SigmaHeqcP:
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a =
xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

xl -4.076 0.3646 2.188 -13.31 4.677 9.251
x2 -1. 008 -6.422 -0.5349 4.677 -20.56 -13.56
x3 2.017 -0.3225 -5.337 9.251 -13.56 -17.67
x4 0 0 0 4.076 1.008 -2.017
x5 0 0 0 -0.3646 6.422 0.3225
x6 0 0 0 -2.188 0.5349 5.337

b
ul

xl -0.8465
x2 0.03947
x3 -2.295
x4 0.5114
x5 0.1189
x6 0.5948

c =
xl x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

yl -0.5063 0.07606 0.0006413 -2.512 -1. 074 1.651
y2 -0.5388 0.1944 -0.3167 -1.409 0.8376 -0.8791
y3 0.09142 -0.2386 -0.3812 2.233 -3.026 -3.023
y4 0.2501 0.6976 0.6403 0.1814 3.089 2.242

d =
ul

yl -0.04651
y2 -0.03721
y3 -0.06977
y4 -0.07442

Continuous-time model. lijkt goed te gaan!

Simulate the system SigmaHeqcP (assuming there is a solution for which

\dot{sigmaHeqcP}=O for all t in (to,tf);

sigmaHeqcP=sigmaHeqcP_bar=constant

sigmaHeqcP_bar=Cal1+a12*PHeqcP)'\Cb2-PHeqcP*bl);
AHeqcP_sim=al1+a12*PHeqcP; BHeqcP_sim=a12*sigmaHeqcP_bar+bl;
CHeqcP_sim=cl+c2*PHeqcP; DHeqcP_sim=c2*sigmaHeqcP_bar+d;

%naar buiten voeren, ...
displayC' ');displayC'SigmaHeqcP_sim:');

SigmaHeqcP_sim=ssCAHeqcP_sim,BHeqcP_sim,CHeqcP_sim,DHeqcP_sim) save
SigmaHeqcP_sim SigmaHeqcP_sim displayC'lijkt goed te gaan!');

SigmaHeqcP_sim:

a =

xl x2 x3
xl -4.076 0.3646 2.188
x2 -1. 008 -6.422 -0.5349
x3 2.017 -0.3225 -5.337
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b

ul
xl 0.1271
x2 2.146
x3 -0.5194

c =
xl x2 x3

yl -0.5063 0.07606 0.0006413
y2 -0.5388 0.1944 -0.3167
y3 0.09142 -0.2386 -0.3812
y4 0.2501 0.6976 0.6403

d
ul

yl 0.1969
y2 0.4287
y3 0.1068
y4 -0.6251

Continuous-time model. lijkt goed te gaan!

t=linspace(O,150,20001);
initialXO=zeros(4,1);initialXO(1,1)=-.6;initialXO(3,1)=-.4;
initialetaOHeqcP_sim=T*initialXO HeqcP_sim_input=ones(1,20001);

[U,Tijd1,eta]=lsim(SigmaHeqcP_sim,HeqcP_sim_input,t, [initialetaOHeqcP_sim(2:4,1)]);
[Y,Tijd,XSigma]=lsim(Sigma,U,t,initialXO);
plot(Tijd,XSigma(:,1),Tijd,XSigma(:,3),Tijd,XSigma(:,1)+XSigma(: ,3) ,'.r')%plot(Tijd,XSigma(: ,21:
grid on;

initialetaOHeqcP_sim

-0.7071
o

0.1414
o

observable space approximation

%clear all;
load SigmaHeqcP_sim load Sigma
Av=SigmaHeqcP_sim.a;Bv=SigmaHeqcP_sim.b;
Cv=SigmaHeqcP_sim.c;Dv=SigmaHeqcP_sim.d;

Qobs=gram(SigmaHeqcP_sim, '0')

[U,S,V]=svd(Qobs);V=V'

AV=V*Av/V;BV=V*Bv;CV=Cv/V;DV=Dv;
SigmatruncV=ss(AV,BV,CV,DV);qobsv_check_diag=gram(SigmatruncV,'o')
%truncate the last state
Anew=AV(1:2,1:2);Bnew=BV(1:2,:);Cnew=CV(:,1:2);Dnew=DV;
%Anew=AV(2:3,2:3);Bnew=BV(2:3,:);Cnew=CV(: ,2:3);Dnew=DV;
Sigmatrunco=ss(Anew,Bnew,Cnew,Dnew)

initialnew=V*initialetaOHeqcP_sim(2:4,1);
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initialneYO=initialneY(1:2,1); HeqcP_sim_input=ones(1,20001);

[U,Tijdl,eta] =lsim(Sigmatrunco,HeqcP_sim_input,t, initialneyO);
[Y,Tijd,XSigma]=lsim(Sigma,U,t,initialXO);
figure;plot(Tijd,XSigma(:,l),Tijd,XSigma(: ,3),Tijd,XSigma(:,1)+XSigma(: ,3),'.r')%plot(Tijd,XSigma(:,
grid on;

Oobs =

0.1094 0.0059 0.0708
0.0059 0.0441 0.0394
0.0708 0.0394 0.0865

V

-0.7150 -0.2280 -0.6609
0.5594 -0.7536 -0.3452

-0.4194 -0.6165 0.6664

qobsv_check_diag =

0.1767 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0578 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0055

a =
xl x2

xl -2.995 -0.7744
x2 -1.883 -6.322

b
ul

xl -0.2369
x2 -1. 367

c =
xl x2

yl 0.3442 -0.3408
y2 0.5502 -0.3386
y3 0.241 0.3625
y4 -0.7611 -0.6068

d
ul

yl 0.1969
y2 0.4287
y3 0.1068
y4 -0.6251

Continuous-time model.

reachable space approximation

%clear all;
load SigmaHeqcP_sim load Sigma
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Av=SigmaHeqcP_sim.a;Bv=SigmaHeqcP_sim.b;
Cv=SigmaHeqcP_sim.c;Dv=SigmaHeqcP_sim.d;

Qreach=gram(SigmaHeqcP_sim,'c')

[U,S,V]=svd(Qreach);V=V'

AV=V*Av!V; BV=V*Bv; CV=Cv!V;DV=Dv;
SigmatruncV=ss(AV.BV.CV,DV);qreach_check_diag=gram(SigmatruncV.'c')
%truncate the last state
Anew=AV(1:2.1:2);Bnew=BV(1:2,:);Cnew=CV(: .1:2);Dnew=DV;
%Anew=AV(2:3.2:3);Bnew=BV(2:3.:);Cnew=CV(:.2:3);Dnew=DV;
Sigmatruncr=ss(Anew.Bnew.Cnew.Dnew)

initialnew=V*initialetaOHeqcP_sim(2:4.1);
initialnewO=initialnew(1:2.1); HeqcP_sim_input=ones(1.20001);

[U.Tijd1.eta]=lsim(Sigmatruncr.HeqcP_sim_input.t.initialnewO);
[Y.Tijd,XSigma]=lsim(Sigma.U.t.initialXO);
figure;plot(Tijd.XSigma(: .1).Tijd.XSigma(:.3).Tijd,XSigma(:.1)+XSigma(: .3).'.r')%plot(Tijd,XSi~
grid on;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% we load the system
% dot{v}=[Av]v+[B]
% u =[Cv]v+[D]
% with which we started the model reduction procedure

% clear all;
% load SigmaHeqc
% load Sigma
% Av=SigmaHeqc.a;Bv=SigmaHeqc.b;
%Cv=SigmaHeqc.c;Dv=SigmaHeqc.d;
%
% % first split SigmaHeqc (which is Hamiltonian) in a stable part and an
% % unstable part
% % by the eigenvalue decomposition: Av=V*lambda!V
% [V.lambda]=eig(Av);
% check_zero=max(Av-V*lambda!V); % 1e-13 --> OK
%
% AV=V\Av*V;BV=V\Bv;CV=Cv*V;DV=Dv;
%
% %define the stable system: SigmaS
% SigmaS=ss(Av(1:3,1:3).BV(1:3.:),CV(: .(1:3)).DV);
% %define the unstable system
% SigmaU=ss(Av(4:6.4:6).BV(4:6.:).CV(: .(4:6)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Qreach =

0.0012 0.0173 -0.0044

0.0173 0.3645 -0.1028
-0.0044 -0.1028 0.0298

V

-0.0454 -0.9613 0.2716
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0.5477
-0.8355

0.2035
0.1856

0.8116
0.5172

0.3944
0.0000

-0.0000

0.0000
0.0011

-0.0000

-0.0000
-0.0000

0.0000

a ~

xl x2
xl -6.193 1.327
x2 0.4713 -3.348

b

ul
xl -2.21
x2 0.08475

c ~

xl x2
yl -0.04996 -0.2613
y2 -0.2484 -0.5125
y3 0.1216 -0.3079
y4 -0.5081 0.7986

d
ul

yl 0.1969
y2 0.4287
y3 0.1068
y4 -0.6251

Continuous-time model.

resulting plots are in section 4

E Matlab code used to generate simulation results in this doc
ument

E.1 matlab file as used in section 3.6 in ("" cr)-domain

initialise

clc clear all close all

Specify the original system, costfunction-parameters and the constraint

A=[-l 1;1 -2]; B=[1 2;2 -1]; C=[1 0;0 1]; 0=0; Sigma=ss(A,B,C,O);

Q=eye(2); R=eye(2);
%constraint
Ah=[1 1]; Bh=[]; Ch=[1];

%important sizes for the partitioning
n=rank(A); nh=rank(Ah); n2=n-nh;
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put the system in (the first) DAE-description.

I I ° I / x_dot I I A
I °I I l_lambda_dot_1 =I-Q
1_0 0_1 I_Ah

-B/RB'II x I 10
-A'II_lambda_I+I-Ah'

0_1 1_0

° II theta I° 11_ I _I
Ch_1

sysE1=[eye(n) zeros(n);zeros(n) eye(n);zeros(nh,2*n)]; sysA1=[A
-B/R*B';-Q -A';Ah zeros(nh,n)]; sysB1=[zeros(n,2*nh);-Ah'
zeros(n,nh);zeros(nh,nh) Ch];

apply svd on Ah and make the state transformation

[U,S,V]=svd(Ah); T=V';

Ahat=T*A*T'; Bhat=-T*B/R*B'*T'; Qhat=-T*Q*T';
Cmathcalhat=-R\B'*T'; % according to the latex-notation

S1=S(1:nh) ;

c1=S1\U'*(-Ch) ;

% throwaway the zeros

partition Ahat, Bhat, Qhat and Cmathcalhat

Ahat_11=Ahat(1:nh,1:nh); Ahat_12=Ahat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Ahat_21=Ahat(nh+1:n,1:nh); Ahat_22=Ahat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);

Bhat_11=Bhat(1:nh,1:nh); Bhat_12=Bhat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Bhat_21=Bhat(nh+1:n,1:nh); Bhat_22=Bhat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);

Qhat_11=Qhat(1:nh,1:nh); Qhat_12=Qhat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Qhat_21=Qhat(nh+1:n,1:nh); Qhat_22=Qhat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);

Cmathcalhat_11=Cmathcalhat(1:nh,1:nh);
Cmathcalhat_12=Cmathcalhat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Cmathcalhat_21=Cmathcalhat(nh+1:n,1:nh);
Cmathcalhat_22=Cmathcalhat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);

Then the constrained hamiltonian system is equivalent with the following sys
tem:

I mu2_dot I I a b II mu2 I I e I
l_gamma2_dot_1 =I_c d_ll_gamma2_1+/_ f _I

I uLopt I I cc1 cc2 II mu2 I I d1 I
l_u2_opt_1 =1_cc3 cc4_1/_gamma2_1+1_ d2 _I

a=Ahat_22-Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
b=Bhat_22-Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
c=Qhat_22+Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
%c=38/40
d=-Ahat_22'+Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
e=(Ahat_21-Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_11)*c1;
f=(Qhat_21+Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Ahat_11)*c1;

% latex: mathcal{A}_{11}
%latex: mathcal{A}_{12}
%latex: mathcal{A}_{21}

% latex: mathcal{A}_{22}
% latex: mathcal{B}_{1}
%latex: mathcal{B}_{2}

cc1=-Cmathcalhat_11/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
cc2=Cmathcalhat_12-Cmathcalhat_11/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
cc3=-Cmathcalhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
cc4=Cmathcalhat_22-Cmathcalhat_21/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
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dl=-Cmathcalhat_ll/Bhat_ll*Ahat_ll*cl;
d2=-Cmathcalhat_21/Bhat_ll*Ahat_ll*cl;

%latex: mathcal{D}_{l}
%latex: mathcal{D}_{l}

Anew=[a b;c d]; Bnew=[e;f]; Cnew=[ccl cc2;cc3 cc4]; Dnew=[dl;d2];
Sigmanew=ss(Anew,Bnew,Cnew,Dnew) save Sigmanew Sigmanew

a =
xl x2

xl -2.5 -5
x2 -1.05 2.5

b

ul
xl 0.3536
x2 0.03536

c
xl x2

yl 0.2121 -0.7071
y2 0.07071 2.121

d
ul

yl -0.15
y2 -0.05

Continuous-time model.

obtain a stable solution via riccati-like solution for 2d systems by

solving the LMI:

min Pst. (A_ll)'P+P(A_ll)+P(A_12)P-(A_21)=O

a'P+Pa+PbP-c=O P>O

P=sdpvar(n2); F=set(P>O)+set(a'*P+P*a+P*b*P-c==O); solvesdp(F,(P));
P=double(P); sigma_bar=(P*e-f)/(-P*b+d)

Optimization terminated:
first-order optimality measure less than options.TolFun

and maximum constraint violation is less than options.TolCon.
No active inequalities.

0.0082

The stable minimal realisation

Anewp=a+b*P; Bnewp=b*sigma_bar+e; Cnewp=[ccl+cc2*P;cc3+cc4*P];
Dnewp= [dl+cc2*sigma_bar; d2+cc4*sigma_bar] ;

Sigmanewp=ss(Anewp,Bnewp,Cnewp,Dnewp) save Sigmanewp Sigmanewp
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a =
xl

xl -3.391

b

ul
xl 0.3128

c =
xl

yl 0.0861
y2 0.4488

d =
ul

yl -0.1558
y2 -0.0327

Continuous-time model.

Generate U _opt and apply this as feedforward to the original system.

Simulate Sigmanewp to obtain U_opt

xO=[-.5;-.5]; etaO=V'*xO;eta2_0=etaO(n-nh+l:n,1)
t=linspace(0,25.20000);
[U,T,x2]=lsim(Sigmanewp.l*ones(1.size(t,2)),t,eta2_0);
figure;plot(T,U) [Y,T,X]=lsim(Sigma,U,t,xO);

% plot
figure; hold on plot(T,X);grid on hold on;
jo=Ah(l,l)*X(: ,l)+Ah(l,2)*X(: ,2); plot(T,jo,'.r');grid on
%title(['state evolution and Ah*x where we require Ah*x=' ,num2str(-Ch)])
legend( 'xl', 'x2' ,'Ah*x')

E.2 matlab file as used in section 5.1

Approximate inequality constrained control with known time in
stances for

active set --------- LO T _1 T _2 Lf

Contents

initialise

clc clear all close all

Specify the original system1 costfunction-parameters and the constraint

%A=[-10 1;1 -20]; %doet 't 'tzelfde maar sneller %A=[-l 1;.05 -2]; %doet 't goed
A=[-l 1;1 -2]; B=[l 2;2 -1]; C=[l 0;0 1]; D=O;
Sigma=ss(A,B,C,D);

Q=eye(2);% Q=[l 1;3 1];
R=eye(2);
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% constraint
Ah=[1 1]; Bh=[]; Ch=[1];

% important sizes for the partitioning
n=rank(A); nh=rank(Ah); n2=n-nh;

apply svd on Ah and make the state transformation

[U,S,V]=svd(Ah); T=V'

Ahat=T*A*T' ;
Qhat=T*Q*T' ;

S1=S(1:nh);
c1=S1\U'*(-Ch);

T

Bhat=T*B/R*B'*T'; Btilde=T*B;
Cmathcalhat=-R\B'*T'; % according to the latex-notation

% throwaway the zeros

0.7071
-0.7071

0.7071
0.7071

I I_gamma_dot _I =I_-Qhat
_ I uLopt I

partition Ahat, Bhat, Qhat etc to obtain finally PsLcl, ..PsLgamma2

Ahat_11=Ahat(1:nh,1:nh); Ahat_12=Ahat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Ahat_21=Ahat(nh+1:n,1:nh); Ahat_22=Ahat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);
Bhat_11=Bhat(1:nh,1:nh); Bhat_12=Bhat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Bhat_21=Bhat(nh+1:n,1:nh); Bhat_22=Bhat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);
Cmathcalhat_11=Cmathcalhat(1:nh,1:nh);
Cmathcalhat_12=Cmathcalhat(1:nh,nh+1:n);
Cmathcalhat_21=Cmathcalhat(nh+1:n,1:nh);
Cmathcalhat_22=Cmathcalhat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n); Qhat_11=Qhat(1:nh,1:nh);
Qhat_12=Qhat(1:nh,nh+1:n); Qhat_21=Qhat(nh+1:n,1:nh);
Qhat_22=Qhat(nh+1:n,nh+1:n);

General system for all three parts

I eta_dot I Ahat -Bhat I I eta
-Ahat'_1 I_gamma _I _
I I eta I l_u2_opt_1 = I_Cmathcalhat_1 I_gamma _I

System for first part, Ricatti solution. ----------1

I eta_dot I I Ahat_BhatPl -Bhat I eta I I_sigma_dot _ =IARE(Pl)=O -AhaLBhatPl 'I_sigma
_ I uLopt II 0 I eta2 I lu,;Lopt =1-R\Btilde'Pllsigma with:

P1=are(Ahat,Bhat,Qhat);
check1=P1*Ahat+Ahat'*P1+Qhat-P1*Bhat*P1; %should be small
P1_11=P1(1,1); P1_21=P1(2,1); P1_12=P1(1,2); P1_22=Pl(2,2);

Ahat_BhatP1=Ahat-Bhat*P1;
sigmaT1=[(-P1_11)*c1 ;-P1_21*c1]; %% weI goed--> mu=O

%tspan1=linspace(0,20,2001);
timespan=20;increment=timespan/2500; tspanl=0:increment:20;
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[t1,sigmaj.]=ode23(~funcSigma1,tspan1, [sigmaT1], [], [-Ahat_BhatP1']);
sigma1=flipud(sigma1); initialcond=[0.2;-0.4];
varsigma1=sigma1; %need a copy of sigma1
Ahat_BhatPvec=[Ahat_BhatP1(1,1) Ahat_BhatP1(1,2) Ahat_BhatP1(2,1)
Ahat_BhatP1(2,2)] ;
[t1,eta1]=ode23(~funceta1,tspan1,initialcond', [], [Ahat_BhatP1 Bhat
[increment ;0] sigma1']);

U1=(-R\Btilde')*(P1*eta1'+sigma1');
[Y1,T1,X1]=lsim(Sigma,U1,t1,initialcond);

System for second part 1--1

1 eta2_dot I 1 a11 a12 11 eta2 b1
=1_a21 a22_II_gamma2_1+1_ b2 _I _

_ 1 uLopt 1 1 c11 c12 11 eta2 1 1
=1_c21 c22_II_gamma2_1+1_ d2 _I with:

a11=Ahat_22-Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
a12=-Bhat_22+Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
a21=-Qhat_22-Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
a22=-Ahat_22'+Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
b1=(Ahat_21-Bhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_11)*c1;
b2=(-Qhat_21-Ahat_12'/Bhat_11*Ahat_11)*c1;

c11=Cmathcalhat_11/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
c12=Cmathcalhat_12-Cmathcalhat_11/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
c21=Cmathcalhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
c22=Cmathcalhat_22-Cmathcalhat_21/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;
d1=Cmathcalhat_11/Bhat_11*Ahat_11*c1;
d2=Cmathcalhat_21/Bhat_11*Ahat_11*c1;

Upsilon_c1=b1+b2;
PSi_c1=Upsilon_c1+Qhat_11+Ahat_11'/Bhat_11*Ahat_11;
Upsilon_eta2=a11+a21;
Psi_eta2=Upsilon_eta2+Qhat_12+Ahat_11'/Bhat_11*Ahat_12;
Upsilon_gamma2=a12-a11';Psi_gamma2=Upsilon_gamma2+Ahat_21'+Ahat_11'/Bhat_11*Bhat_12;

System for second part

1 eta2_dot 1 1 a11+a12*P2
l_sigma_dot_1 =1_0

a12 11 eta2 I 1 b1 1
-[a11+a12*P]'_II_sigma_I+I_b2-P2*b1_1 _

_ 1 uLopt 1 1 c11+c12*P2
l_u2_opt_1 =1_c21+c22*P2c12 11 eta2 1 1 d1 1

c22_II_sigma_I+I_ d2 _I

which is noted as: I eta2_dot I I aILaI2P2 aI2 I eta2 I I b1 I Isigma_dot =10 -
alLa12P2'lsigma+lb2_P2bl _1 I uLopt II clLc12P2 c1211 eta211 dlll_u2_optl =lc2Lc22P2
c22Isigma+l_ d2 _I

which yields a constant sigma:sc (short for sigma_constant)

eta2_dot= [aILaI2P2] eta2 + [aI2] sc + bl; __ I uLopt I [c1Lc12P2]eta2 + [c12]sc + dl u2_opt
=[c2Lc22P2]eta2 + [c22]sc + d2

with: [aI2] sc + bl = aI2_sc_bl; [c12]sc + dl=cI2...se-dl

P2=are(a11,-a12,-a21);
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check2=a11'*P2+P2*a11+P2*a12*P2-a21; %should be close to 0

a11_a12P2=a11+a12*P2; b2_P2b1=b2-P2*b1; c11_c12P2=c11+c12*P2;
c21_c22P2=c21+c22*P2;

sigma2_constant=b2_P2b1/a11_a12P2';
a12_sc_b1=a12*sigma2_constant+b1; c12_sc_d1=c12*sigma2_constant+d1;
c22_sc_d2=c22*sigma2_constant+d2;

% generate second part (U2) of the optimal input U
t2=t1; initial_eta2_big=V'*(X1(end,:))';
initial_eta2=initial_eta2_big(end,:);
inputSigma_H_eqc2=1*ones(1,size(t2,1));

[U2,T2,eta2]=lsim(Sigma_H_eqc2,inputSigma_H_eqc2,t2,initial_eta2);
[Y2,T2,X2]=lsim(Sigma,U2,t2,X1(end,:));

System for secondt part is equivalent with the first part, Ricatti

solution. The difference with the first part is that the final conditions are completely free (so a proper
choice of EILf yields: sigma3=0) and initial condition is determined by the previous parts. 1 _

I eta_dot 1 [AhaLBhatP3]eta _sigma_dot _ =0 __ I uLopt I u2_opt =[-R\Btilde'P3] eta with:P3=Pl;

P3=P1; Ahat_BhatP3=Ahat-Bhat*P3;

Sigma_H_eqc3=ss(Ahat_BhatP3,zeros(2,1),-R\Btilde'*P3,[]);

t3=t1 ;
initial_eta3=V'*(X2(end, :)');%initial_eta3=[-c1;eta2(end,:)]
[U3,T3,eta3]=lsim(Sigma_H_eqc3,1*ones(1,size(t3,1)),t3,initial_eta3);
[Y3,T3,X3]=lsim(Sigma,U3,t3,X2(end,:)');

U=[Ul; U2 ;U3]; t= [tl ; t2 ; t3];

U=[U1'; U2 ; U3]; t= [t1 ; t2+timespan+increment;
t2+2*(timespan+increment)];

[Y,T,X]=lsim(Sigma,U,t,initialcond'); figure;plot(T,X) hold
on;plotCT,X(:,1)+X(:,2),'.r') grid on;
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Model reduction on constrained optimally
controlled systems

Davy Bijnen
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To gain computational efficiency in control techniques,
various design procedures for reduced order controllers are
possible. Two classical procedures, see [1], are:

Procedure I:

1) Model reduction on the plant model ~ to obtain the
reduced order model t

2) Synthesis of a low order controller t c based on low order
model t

3) Construction of a controlled system I;K by interconnec
tion

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern control strategies, such as 'Hoo-design, 'H2-design,
Model Predictive Control (MPC), are model based and use
explicitly the model of the system to be controlled. These
design techniques become computationally prohibitive for
large scale models. Model reduction techniques are used to
approximate large scale models (and controllers) by low order
models, such that the difference between the original model
and the approximation is as small as possible.

Abstract-This paper proposes a method to obtain controlled
systems, for given state space systems, which respect equality
constraints. It starts with a method to obtain a necessary set
of optimality conditions for systems with equality and inequal
ity constraints. This result is used to transform the equality
constrained conditions to an "equality constrained controlled
system" and a method to transform this (affine) system to
an optimal feedforward controller. Finally, methods are posed
to apply model reduction on the affine autonomons controlled
systems. Besides the transformation for equality constraints there
is an equivalent approximation for the inequality constraints.

~IntE'rconneetio~

~ - ~Model
Reduction-

~ Synthesis I' IInterconnectio~
~-Ec-~

Model
Reduction-

Synthesis-

Figure 3: Alternative design procedure

Figure 2: Classical design Procedure 2

An alternative method, first initiated by Jochem Wildenberg,
Siep Weiland, Jobert Ludlage and Leyla Ozkan in [2], deals
with the drawback in the classical strategies. The procedure:

1) Obtain a controlled system representation ~K

2) Apply model reduction on system ~K to obtain t K

3) Extract a controller out of the controlled system such that
the interconnection of this controller with the plant yields
the approximated controlled system I;K

The final goal of the controller design is that the
interconnection I;K behaves as desired. The classical
methods finally obtain a controlled system, where t c has
obtained a low order by either an approximation of the
high order controller or the plant. This means that there are
no guarantees on the approximation error of the controlled
system I;K with respect to the desired controlled system ~K.

The advantage of both design procedures is the relative
easy execution of each separate step (i.e. model reduction
vs. synthesis). The reason is that one can use separate
techniques for each step without considering the whole
procedure. Further is Procedure 1 computationaly more
efficient than Procedure 2, however Procedure 2 results in a
better approximation of the desired controller ~c.

I----:-l Synthesis ~Interconnectio~

~-~-~

Model
Reduction-

Figure 1: Classical design Procedure 1

Procedure 2:

1) Synthesis of a high order controller ~c based on the high
order model ~

2) Model reduction on the controller ~c to obtain the
reduced order controller t c

3) Construction of a controlled system I;K by interconnec
tion

The main advantage of this procedure is that the final (con
trolled) system acts approximately as desired. Moreover, the
approximation error is directly related to the order of the
reduction. The drawback of this procedure is that it is not
possible to use classical controller design and model reduction
techniques directly.
A first start on this idea was made by Ir. Jochem Wildenberg.
His corresponding master thesis, [3], gives the derivation
of the controlled system design and some model reduction



The goal of this project is to find a reduced order controller t e
which approximates the controller ~e. The applied procedure
to obtain t e as already mentioned in the introduction consists
of three major steps:

1) Find a representation of the controlled system ~K

Given the system ~ with behaviour P together with con
trol objectives, find a system description of the controlled
system ~K with desired behaviour !C. This system can
be depicted as the interconnection of the system ~ with
the controller ~e as in Figure 5a. At this point, it is still
not known what the controller ~e will be.

techniques.
This master thesis considers the problem to find a system
representation for optimally controlled systems that respect
constraints. An exact solution is posed for affine equality
constraints. For inequality constraints an approximate solution
is posed, assuming some prior knowledge.

Section II gives an extensive explanation of the applied
procedure to obtain reduced order controlled systems. Also
the formal problem formulation and the corresponding dual
optimisation method are worked out in a general setting.
Section III applies the methods of Section II to linear state
space systems with a quadratic cost function and affine equal
ity constraints. These results are then again transformed to
more practical useable system descriptions. On these con
trolled systems model reduction procedures are posed in
Section IV. Finally an approximated solution to inequality
constrained optimality conditions is posed in Section V.

II. STRATEGY AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

d

(a) Controlled system 2: K

v

Figure 4: Controller interconnection - a behavioural approach

d

Figure 5: First steps in reduced controller design

2) Approximate ~K with t K

Apply model reduction on ~K to obtain a reduced order
controlled system t K , with approximate behaviour f(
(see Figure 5b). Such that f( either meets or approxi
mately meets the control objectives.

3) Controller synthesis
Given the reduced order controlled system t K, find a
representation for a controller te, if it exists, such that
t e realises t K once connected with plant system ~ as
in Figure 6b. That is, such that behaviour associated with
I;K, f( = P n C. The synthesis and interconnection are
depicted in Figure 6 and are treated in the master thesis
by Mark Mutsaers.

1) Notations and definitions: Preliminary on the upcoming
sections, definitions and notational remarks are posed here.
More on Hilbert spaces, Lebesgue spaces, inner products and
norms can be found in [6], [7]

• In the scope of Figures 5 and 6, the signals d and v
need a more precise definition. The input signal d can be
interpreted as a reference signal, that has to be tracked by
some of the output variables, or as a preliminary unknown
disturbance. This thesis will deal with the case that d is
set to zero. This is possible without loss of generality
for d being a reference signal. For d being a preliminary

(b) Approximate controlled system f; K

c

(b) Behavioural set of
controller 2:c

p

p

(a) Behavioural set of sys
tem 2:

An input-output system ~ : U f-+ Y has a set of possible input
output (time)trajectories P = {(u,y)ly = ~(u)). The set P
is called the associated behaviour of the system ~.

The behaviour of the system ~ has an extended representation
if one considers internal state variables. The set of state and
output trajectories depends on the initial condition and the
input trajectory. It is possible to select the set of (desired) con
trolled trajectories !C by controller interconnection as depicted
in Figure 5a. !C is called the controlled behaviour and is the
intersection of the sets P and C, where C is the behaviour
of the controller ~e. Those behaviours can be visualised
as in Figure 4. More on the behavioural approach can be
found in the master thesis of Mark Mutsaers and in work of
J.C.Willems, for example [4], [5].

(c) Controller interconnection yield
ing controlled behaviour EK



Figure 6: Last design steps in controller reduction

(a) Controller synthesis, obtaining to

(11.3)

(11.6)

(II.S)

(11.4)

(II.7)

x(to) = Xo

A = L2([to,tf],jRn)
M= L 2([to,tf],jRn h )

e = L 2([to,tf],jRn g )

where A E A, Jl. E M and (j E e are the corresponding
continuous functions and nh, n g represent the dimensions
of the range of respectively h(x, u), g(x, u).

• Further the solution method requires the definition of the
Euclidean inner product (C ')), which is defined on the
space jRn according to
((J, g)) = F g.

• The matrices R, Q, N and E are design parameters.

rtf
J(xo,x(t),u(t)) = Jt F(x(t),u(t))dt+~(x)I:~

to

~ = {X(t) = f(x(t),u(t))
y(t) = p(x(t),u(t))

Problem 1 Let the system ~ be described by

the associated problem ulto := uo, such that (xo, uo)
satisfy the constraints associated with the problem. For
example, for Problem 1 the condition Xo E ,1'0 implies
that h(xo, uo) = 0 and g(xo, uo) ::; O. Further for any
x E ,1'0 equivalent feasibility conditions hold.

• The solution method in Section II-B requires the intro
duction of function spaces:

Solve the problem

Popt := inf J(xo, x, u)
xEX,uElU

s.t. g(x, u) ::; 0

h(x,u) = 0

f(x,u) - X = 0

x(to) = Xo E ,1'0

Note For clarity the time indices in (11.7) are omitted. In the
rest of the document the same notation is used. Further is the
cost function J(xo, x, u) often depicted as a function of only
Xo and u but that is due to the complete problem formulation,
where x is determined by Xo and u through the constraints.

h(x(t),u(t)) = 0 'VtE[tO,tfl

g(x(t),u(t)) ::; 0 'VtE[tO,tfl

Let J : jRn X jR71t f-> jR be a real-valued function, with F :
jRn X jR71t f-> jR+ continuous and ~ : jRn f-> jR+. and define a
cost function

A. Problem formulation

First the problem will be posed in a general mathematical way
and will be denoted as "the optimal control problem". After
that the derivation of a set of equations which have to hold at
the solution of this problem (the so called KKT conditions)
are given.

Let h : jRn X jR71t f-> jRnh , g: jRn X jR71t f-> jRng be continuous
functions and define the constraints

(ILl)

II f Ib= j(jJ) (11.2)
rtf

(J,g) = Jt f(t)Tg(t) dt,
to

L~ = L 2([to, tf]' jRn) = {x: [to,tf] E jR -+ jRnl

( rtf x(tfx(t) dt)! < oo}
Jto

with inner product and norm

d

(b) Controller interconnection with the original
system E

• The system description ~ is in internal representation
with x E X, u E U,and y E Y, for which:
X = L 2([to,tf],jRn)
U = L 2([to, tf]' jR71t)

Y = L 2([to, tf]'jRP)
are respectively the set of state functions, input functions
and output functions. This are function spaces of which
respectively the functions x(t), u(t) and y(t) take their
values in jRn, jR71t and jRP.

• The inequality signs ~ and::; are meant elementwise.
• The notations ((t)ltl and [((t)]tl stand for the expression

((t) evaluate'!. at time t = t1 and ((t)l t"t2 = ( and
[((t)k ,t... = ( stand for the expression ((tl) = ( and
((t2) = (. Further ((t)I~~ = [((t)]~~ = ((t2) - ((td.

• jR+={xEjRlx~O}, jR_={xEI~lx::;o}

• The set ,1'0 is introduced to pose an initial feasibility con
dition to the optimisation problems and to pose feasibility
conditions on solutions of the problems. ,1'0 contains all
Xo E jR for which at time to, there exists a solution to

unknown disturbance it is a restriction. The considered
system will now be denoted as the noise free controlled
system.
In general the signal 1/ can contain all internal variables
of the controlled system ~K. Without loss of generality,
we deal with 1/ = u for the first design step (i.e. finding a
controlled system ~K) and with 1/ = (~) for the second
design step (i,e. approximate ~K with EK ).

• The Lebesgue space L 2 is a function space and is defined
as:



Decomposition of the Lagrangian into its dynamic and static
part, L = Ld + L., yields:

L. = [((A, x)) ]to - [((A, x)) ]tf

+ [~(x) + ((fl,h(x,u))) + ((e, g(x, u)))]to.tt

Ld = (l,F(x,u)) + (A,f(x,u)) + (>-,x)

+ (fl,h(x,u)) + (e,g(x,u))

Theorem 11.1 (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker) If an optimal solution
(xopt, Uopt) E X x 1U to Problem 1 exists, then there exist
(Aopt, flopt, eopt) E A x M x e such that

(11.13)'itE[to.tt1

'itE[to,tfl

~ ] [ ~ ] dt

+ xT Exltf (III. I)

x(to) = Xo

s.t. Ahx+Bhu+Ch =0

Ax + Bu - x = 0,

fdyn(Xopt, >-oPt, /-lopt, eopt , uopt) ~ 0

f.tat(xopt, Aopt, /-lopt, fJopt , Uopt) ~ 0

-2
1 lot f [ Xu ] T [ QNTPopt := inf

xEX,uEI[)

Here, R> 0, Q 2: 0, E 2: 0, Xo E .1'0 and Ah,Bh,Ch are
matrices of appropriate dimensions

Problem 2

III. AFFINE EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS ON A LINEAR

SYSTEM WITH A QUADRATIC COST

3. a. eopt Ito.tt 2: 0
b. ((eopt,gopt))ltO,tf = 0

In this section Problem 1 is considered, where the system x =
f(x, u) is linear, the equality constraint hex, u) affine and the
cost function F(x, u) 2: 0 quadratic. The goal is to obtain a
system description for the controlled system ~K that solves
the following optimisation problem:

Applying these conditions results in a general system descrip
tion of the form:

Whenever we find a system description of which all variables
satisfy the system of equations (11.13), we have found the
"optimal controlled system", which respects the constraints.

Since the static optImIsation can be solved along the same
lines, the optimum has to satisfy the following equations:

Dynamic equations
1. a. Xopt = f(xopt, Uopt) ¢} ...£bL = 0

&Aop,

b. h(xopt, Uopt) = 0 ¢} ...£bL = 0
BJ.Lopt

C. g(xopt, Uopt) ~ 0

2. ...£bL - 0
(11.11)

a. 8u opt -

b. ...£bL - 0
8xopt -

3. a. eopt 2: 0
b. (eopt,gopt) = 0

Static equations
1. b. h(xopt,uopdlto.tt = 0

c. g(xopt, Uopt) Ito.tt ~ 0

2. a. ...£b.......lt t = 0 (11.12)8uop t 0, f

b. ...£b.......1 - 08xopt to ,t f -

(11.8)£(A, fl, e) = inf L(x, u, A, fl, e)
xEX,uEI[)

Then (xopt, Uopt, Aopt, flopt,{Jopt ) satisfy the following KKT
conditions:

1) Primal feasibility,
Xopt = f(xopt, Uopt),
h(xopt, uopd = 0,
g(xopt, Uopt) ~ 0,

2) Dual feasibility,
eopt 2: 0 and (xopt, Uopt) minimises
L(x, u, Aopt, flopt, eopt ) over all x E X and u E 1U, where
the triple (Aopt,flopt,{Jopt) maximises £(A,fl, fJ)

3) complementary slackness,
(eopt , g(xopt, Uopt)) = 0

Remark Whenever the optimum
(xopt, Uopt, Aopt, /-lopt, fJopt) exists, this optimum is a saddle
point of L. Meaning that in that case the primal feasibility
conditions satisfy &~L = 0 and &&L = O.

I'\opt J.1opt

Now the optimisation can be done separately. The dynamic
optimisation will return a set of dynamic equations, for which
an exact solution can be obtained based on the boundary con
ditions that results from the static optimisation. The following
theorem is posed for the dynamical optimisation step and can
be applied along the same lines for the static optimisation.

Dopt := sup £(Aopt,flopt,eopt)
AEA,J.LEM,OE8

sup inf L(x, u, A, fl, e) = Popt
AEA,J.LEM,OE8 xEX,uEI[)

(11.10)

L(x, u, A, fl, e) = (1, F(x, u)) + (A, f(x, u)) + (>-, x)

+ [((A,X))]to - [((A,X))]tf + (fl,h(x,u)) + (e,g(x,u))

+ [~(x) + ((fl, hex, u))) + ((e, g(x, u)))]to,tf (11.9)

For Problem 1 the Lagrangian is:

B. Dual optimisation method

To solve the optimisation problem the dual optimisation
method is used. Theory on this can be found in [8] and
[9]. The method requires a formulation of the Lagrangian
L : X x 1U x A x M x e f-+ 1R and the Lagrange dual function
£ : A x M x e f-+ 1R, related through:



Theorem lILt The KKT-conditions associated with Problem
2 are given as:

AWopt + B
CWopt

(I1I.2)

with:

and B h i= 0
Case C, Equality constraints only on u, i.e. Ah = 0

Case D, Equality constraints only on x, Le. B h = 0
The following sections are departed accordingly to these cases.
To obtain the system IlIA for case A (no constraints) one
should use the result of section III-A. Whenever there are
constraints, they have to be divided into the different types
(B,C and D), and the system I1I.4 is found by applying the
three results, posed in Sections I1I-B, I1I-C and I1I-D, after
each other (no matter in which order).

A. Case A, No equality constraints

We consider Problem 2 for the case that there are no equality
constraints, so

Prool The proof is given in [10] •
System (IIL2) is an autonomous DAB system. It is preferable
to convert it to an affine autonomous system of the form:

(I1I.3)

(IlLS)

Theorem 111.3 The optimally controlled system which solves
Problem 2 for constraints that satisfy (IlLS), is an autonomous
system that admits a representation in dynamic form

for suitable matrices $, 81J, <t?, ~

IThe boundary conditions can be derived from (IlI.2) along the same lines
as used to obtain system (IlIA)

(I1I.S)

(III.6)

and

AZopt

CZopt

AZopt + B
CZopt + D

~ _ { Zopt =
H unc - Uopt =

" { Zopt =
LJ1ixu =

eqc Uopt ==

• ( Xopt )wzth Zopt = Aopt '

Prool Transformation of the particular case to system
(I1I.S) is given in [10]. •

So in the case of affine constraints we can transform the
obtained DAE-system into an affine autonomous system of
dimension 2n. Provided that Assumption la and lb hold.

h(x, u) = Ahx + Bhu + Ch = 0 with, A h i= 0 and B h i= 0

(I1I.7)

Prool The result is a particular case of system (I1I.2) •

Theorem 111.4 The optimally controlled system which solves
Problem 2 for constraints that satisfy (III.7), admits a repre
sentation in DAE form which is a particular case of system
(I1I.2).
1fAssumption 1a and 1b hold, then there exist A, B, C, D such
that the particular case is equivalently represented by

B. Case B, Equality constraints on both x and u

We consider the case where the constraints affect x and u
both. So,

(IlIA)
v(to) = vaAVopt + B

CVopt + D
~ = { Vopt =

1ieqc u-opt -

Theorem 111.2 Given Assumption 1, it is possible to obtain
a controlled system ~K which solves Problem 2. System
~K has a state-space dimension of maximally 2 times the
state dimension of the system ~. ~K has the structure of an
autonomous affine system,

where subscript '}-{ refers to the Hamiltonian structure of
system (IlIA).

At this point it is preferable to obtain explicit representations
for the matrices A, B, C and D. To do this four different types
of constraints are considered,

Case A, No equality constraints, Le. [Ah B h Ch] = 0
Case B, Equality constraints on both x and u, i.e. A h i= 0

Assumption t To make it possible to obtain a dynamic state
space system equivalent with (III.2), the following assumptions
are made:

a The matrix BhR-l BT: is assumed to be invertible.
b The constraints are assumed to have full row rank. This

means that there are as many constraints as there are
rows in [Ah B h Ch].

c The system ~ is constrained-space reachable,
i.e. im(B)nN(Ah ) i= 0. This means that there must exist
a surjective mapping through the input of the system ~

to the constrained state space .1:'0.

Omitting the boundary conditions l , the final results for Prob
lem 2 are summarised in the following theorem:



(III. 15)

{}optlto = {}o = f",o(xo)
{}optlt! = {}f = f",!(E,x,>..,p"P)

{}. [Au+A12 P A'2 ] {} B
opt = X -PA12 -AT, opt + P

Uopt = Cp{}opt + Vp

Uopt = [ Cl + C2P C2] [ 1]opt ] + V
aconst

1]lto = 1]0

O"lt! = O"const = (All + PA12 )-1(B2 - PBl)
(III. 18)

Assumption 2
a There exists a solution to the DRE (IlU6)
b A solution to the DRE (III.16) results in All + A 12 P to

have all its eigenvalues in the open left half plane for all
time t E [to, tf]. (i.e. Re{eig(All + A 12 P) < O})

C Pit! = E
d All + PA12 is invertible for all t E [to, tf]

Theorem 111.7 If Assumption 2 holds, system (III.14) is
equivalent to system (IlU8),

T]opt = [All + A12 P ]1]opt + A 120"const + Bl

Further notice that:

• In general a solution of the DRE (III.16) results in a
time varying P, which makes system (IlU8) a time
varying system. If P is a solution to the ARE (III. 17),
and assumption 2 holds, system (IlU8) is no longer a
time varying system. So it is preferable to find a solution
for P which satisfies the ARE (111.17).

• Assumption 2c seems to be a major restriction on the
solution of the DRE. But since E is a design parameter
it can be chosen to be equal to P, where P satisfies
(III. 17)

• Assumption 2d guarantees the existence of O"const, which
implies that Crconst = 0 'v'tE[toh)'

which results in a Dynamic Riccati Equation (DRE) by requir
ing X to be 0:

-? = PA12 P + PAll + AilP - A2l (IlU6)

Provided that there exists a P such that DRE holds, X =
o for the system (IlU4). Moreover, the DRE reduces to an
Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) by setting? = O.

0= PA12 P + PAll + AilP - A2l (III.17)

to obtain an exact solution for system (IlU4), the following
assumption is posed,

(III. 14)

where,

v = [~nO, with {} = (~), leads (IlU3) to an equivalent
system

(III.9)

(IlU3)

(III. 12)

(IlUl)

(III.JO)

AVopt + B
CVopt + V

'" _ { Vopt =
L"H" -

eqc Uopt =

!
Vopt = [~~~ _A.lr, ]Vopt + B

Uopt = CVopt + V
I;H eqc =

vito = va = fvo(xo)
vlt! = Vf = fv! (E, x, >.., p,)

Note v is decomposed as v = (~;), where dim(VI) =

dim(v2)'

Theorem 111.6 The optimally controlled system which solves
Problem 2 for constraints which satisfy (IlUl), admits a
representation in DAE form which is a particular case of
system (IlI.2).
IfAssumption Ib and,Ic hold, then there exist A, B, C, V such
that the particular case is equivalently represented by

Proof" The DAE system here is a particular case of the
one of Theorem IlIA. So the derivation is along the same lines.

•

Theorem III.S The optimally controlled system which solves
Problem 2 for constraints that satisfy (IlI.9). admits a repre
sentation in DAE form which is a particular case of system
(III.2).
IfAssumption 1a and 1b hold. then there exist A, B, C, V such
that the particular case is equivalently represented by

'" _ { Zopt = AZopt + B
L"HU - C V

eqc Uopt = Zopt +

C. Case C, Equality constraints only on U

We consider the case where the constraints affect only u, so:

E. Realisations and simulations

For evaluation of the results, realisations of system (IlIA),
which are useful for simulations, are posed in this subsection.
(lIlA) has an Hamiltonian structure, which implies that the
system is not stable. An exact solution for (vopt, Uopt) can
be obtained by system (lIlA) in combination with the bound
ary conditions. (lIlA) provided with boundary conditions is
represented by

Although an exact (bounded) solution exists, any practical
simulation or implementation will result in an unbounded
solution due to the unstable part. A state transformation of

where the dimension of v equals 2 times n - nh

Proof: Transformation of the particular case to system
IlU2 is given in [10]. •

D. Case D, equality constraints only on the state x

We consider the case where the constraints only affect x, so:



• If An + PA 12 is not invertible, the pseudo inverse
will result in a good approximation as long as (An +
P A12)0" + (B2 - PB1) ::::: O.

.'4,
_0.5 ~

0
,.,_.

F. Simple example for equality constraints on the state x

Here the previous theory is illustrated with a simple example.
Starting with Problem 2, with N = 0, B h = 0, R = Q = T,
the example system ~ is taken to be

~={ ±= Ax+ Bu
y = Cx+Du

(111.19)
-1-10!.---~----;';;--------;c'c------oin--~

(a) With proper initial conditions

where,

and for the constraint Xl + X2 = -1:

AhX + Ch = [1 1] [ ~~ ] + 1 = 0 (III.2l)

.,'[

:::f\

(111.22)

The system with equality constraint (III.22) is an implication
for the example of system (III.12) with v = [~n

{

[ r,2] _ [ -2.5 -5] [172] [~v'2 ]1"2 - -1.05 2.5 ,2 + -to v'2
~1t;; c = [UI] = [0.2121 -!v'2] [172] _ [0.15]

q U2 dov'2 2.121 ")'2 0.05

rl21to = rio 'Y21tJ = 'Yj

where the state transformation [~;] = [~ 9] [1i] leads to the
state evolution matrix

."l---------=""7~--+O_--------,~--___to_--____;\

(b) With an infeasible initial condition for L:

[ r,2] - [-2.5-5P -5 ] [172] [ ~ v'2 ] (III.23)a - x 5P+2.5 (f + -tov'2-~v'2P

where X = - P+ 5p2 + 5P - 1.05. There are two solutions
for the ARE (0 = 5p2 + 5P - 1.05), namely PI = -1.1782
and P2 = 0.1782. Obviously P2 = 0.1782 leads to the stable
solution for the following system:

~ { [r,2] [-2.5-5P -5 ] [172] [ ~v'2 ]
1t;;qC = a = ° 5P+2.5 (f + -to v'2- ~ v'2P

(III.24)

::1
.,L----=---------------'----

-1_1
0

6

(c) With an infeasible initial condition for the controlled system

~1t;qC

Figure 7: state evolution of the constrained - controlled exam
ple system

where

The simulation results show the importance of proper initial
conditions. Figure 7 gives the plot of the state-trajectories and
the constraint: Ahx = Xl +X2 which should equal -Ch = -1.
Figure 7a shows the result for proper initial conditions for as
well the controlled system ~1t;;qC as the system ~ which has
to be controlled. This shows the correctness of the obtained

results. The Matlab simulation program can be found in [10].
If the initial conditions of the controlled system do not match
with the initial conditions of the system to be controlled ~

there arise some problems. Figure 7b gives the simulation
result for the case that the initial condition of the system ~

does not match with the constraint for which the controlled
system is designed. So the system starts infeasible. In this
simulation the system will go to the constraint with its natural
dynamics. But for an unstable system, the response will drift
away because the controller can not control anything in the
infeasible state space. Figure 7c gives the simulation result
for the case that the initial condition of the controlled system
~1t;;qC is not corresponding to the initial condition of the
system ~. This initial condition is in the feasible constrained
state space, but it does not match with the initial condition of
~. The error is due to the transient response which depends
on the initial condition (i.e. on the mismatch). Here again the

(III.25)

(III.26)

_ 5P1 + 2.5 _ -3
O"const - - 1 rr; 1 rr; - -8.16·10

4iiv2 - 4: V2P1

which yields,

{

r,2 =-3.391172+0.3128
_ _ 0.0861 -0.1558

~1t;;qC - U - [0.4488] "12 + [-0.0327]

"I2lto = "10 0"21tJ = O"const

The obtained controlled system (111.26) is used to drive the
original system (111.19). Some simulation results are depicted
in Figure 7.



note that for unstable systems this would lead to an unbounded
response.

Theorem IV.2 The step response system ~e, which is equiv
alent to system (IV.3) is given as

System (IV.3) is an autonomous affine controlled system and
represented by Figure 8

Then there exist (A, B, C, 1J) constructing system (IV.3), that
is a series concatenation of (lY.l) and (IV.2), where u = Uopt
such that the output of (lY.3) is Vopt := (~::~),

IV. MODEL REDUCTION ON THE EQUALITY CONSTRAINED

SYSTEMS

The goal of this section is to apply model reduction on the
controlled system (IliA). Extensive theory on model reduction
techniques is in [6]. Theorem IV. I proposes a proper structure
for that.

(1Y.9)

(IV.8)

(IY.7)

(IV.5)AVopt + B€(t)
CVopt + 1J€(t)

~e := { Vopt =
Vopt =

where €(t) is restricted to be a step signal (i.e.
€(t) = °Vt E [-00,0) and €(t) = I Vt E [0,(0)).

which yields the introduction ofnew state variable ~ and where
<5 (t) is restricted to be an impulse distribution.

The strategy to apply model reduction is reducing the com
plexity of the obtained systems ~e (IV.5) and ~" (IV.6). This
yields the following problem descriptions:

Since the time derivative of a step signal €(t) is an impulse
<5(t) it is possible to transform the system ~ (IV.3) to ~"

~" := { v"opt = A,sv"opt + B,s<5(t) (IV.6)
Vopt = C,sv"oPt + 1J,s<5(t)

with

Problem 3 Given the system (IV.3), ~e : € f-+ v:

~e:= [: ~]
find a reduced order system :te : € f-+ f)

:te := [: ~]
such that II Tsv - Tsf) 11.e2 is minimal and where Ts E Rm+p
is a selection matrix.

(lY.3)

(1Y.2)

(IV. I)

YoptUopt I ~ I
I IL--------,I

AVopt + B
CVopt + 1J

Ax+Bu
Cx+Du

I ~'Heqc :

~={:i:=
y=

~ := { Vopt =
Vopt =

Let the plant given by

Theorem IV.1 Consider the system derived in (IlIA):

~ = { Vopt = AVopt + B
'Heqc C + 'T'\Uopt = Vopt v

2 A matrix A has a symplectic form if AT [~ -oJ] + [~ r/] A = 0 ¢}

A22 = -AllT

Theorem IV.3 Given a causal autonomous affine Hamilto
nian system ~'H of which the state matrix A = [1~~ 1~~] is
a Hamiltonian matrix (i.e. has a Symplectic form;2.

(lY.ll)

(IV. 10)

Problem 4 Given the system (1y'6), ~" : <5 f-+ v:

~,,:= [:: ~:]
find a reduced order system :t" : <5 f-+ f)

:t" := [:: ~:]
such that II Tsv - Tsf) 11.e2 is minimal and where
selection matrix.

For many methods of model reduction the requirement on the
system to reduce is that it is (asymptotically) stable. At first
insight one would say that this is a problem for a Hamiltonian
system. But, because the model consists of a stable and an
anti-stable (Le. all poles in the open right half plane) part,
it is possible to treat both system-parts as a stable system.
The reason for this is that anti-stability can be interpreted as
'anti-causal' -stable.

Figure 8: Systems concatenation ~

here

where x = [ ~:~], with c constant (resulting [rom state
constraints, i.e. theorem (III. 12»). Then Cx = C [~], with

C = C [~c iU-1
= [cc cv ]

The system (ly'3), has several interpretations

• The system (1V.3) has an interpretation of an autonomous
affine system with a given initial-condition.

• The system (1Y.3) has an interpretation of a "step re
sponse system" ~e with input matrices B and 1), with a
given initial condition. So it is a linear state space system
where the input is required to be a step signal on the input.
The step response system ~e (IV.5) is given in Theorem
IY.2.

• The system (IV.3) has an interpretation of an "impulse
response" linear system ~". The impulse response system
~" (lY.6) is given in Theorem IY.5.



(IV. 14)

(IV. 18)

(IV. 16)

with 0"1 2: 0"2 2: ... 2: 0"n (IV. 17)

AVopt + B
CVopt + TJ

:L: := { Vopt =
lIopt =

2) Calculate the observability symmetric gramian Qobs,
which is the solution to the Lyapunov equation (IV.16)

3) Apply a Singular value decomposition, which yields::

Model Reduction Procedure 1 State truncation for optimal
approximation of the observable state space.

1) Given the system (IV.3):

as function of the state. Truncation of the state is then based
on the ordered observability gramian Qobs = T~-1 QObsTQl.
Both gramians relate to the observation energy of a system as

T T T-I Q -1
£obs = X QobsX = X T Q obsTQ x.

Furthermore there exists a unitary state transformation v =
TQv such that the transformed Qobs satisfies

A transformed state space system such that the observability
grarnian satisfies (IV.17) has nice properties to apply state
truncation. To obtain a order reduced system for which the
observable state space is optimal approximated, Procedure I
is posed:

Theorem IVA The (infinite) observability gramianfor system
(IV.3) is defined as Qobs = Io

OO eATtcT CeAt dt is symmetric,
positive definite and is a unique solution of the Lyapunov
equation

(IV. IS)

(IV.l3)

] [~s A~s] [ ::s ] + [ ::s ]

] = [Cs Cus ] [ ::s ] + [ g:s

Vs = Asvs + Bs
Ys = Csvs + D s

Vas = Ausvus + Bus
Yus = Cusvus + Dus

then by defining the systems L;s and L;us as:

and a state transformation v = TAv, with TA = X-I, leads
to the system:

Then it admits a decomposition in its stable part and its anti
stable part such that,

• the system L;s represents the stable part, and has all its
eigenvalues in the open left half plane

• the system L;as represents the anti-stable part, and has
all its eigenvalues in the open right half plane

• there exists an interconnection structure such that L;s with
L;as represents L;H.

• By time inversion system L;as can be treated as a stable
(anti-causal) system to perform model reduction on.

Proof: Let the system:

I; = { iJ = Av + B (IV. 12)
H II = Cv + D

have n stable and n unstable poles, then an EVD on A =
XAXT (i.e. AX = XA) can be ordered such that:

A = [Xs Xu J[ ~s A~] [~: ]

A. Model reduction methods for Problem 3

Problem 3 treats the controlled system (IV.3) as a step
response-system and aims at applying model reduction. Bal
anced truncation might be a first attempt in model reduction,
but there is no use for a good reachability if the input signal
is static. So instead of bringing a system into a balanced
representation, it might be better to bring the system into a rep
resentation for which the observation energy £obs(X) is ordered

(IV. 19)

(IV.20)

(IV.21)

{
~ = ~v + ~ := TQATQ

1v + TQB
i/ = Cv + TJ := CTQ

1v + TJ

up to an order r such that dim(vl) = r, then the reduced
order model,

:t = { D= -:t:v+ ~ := ~11VI +_81

f; = CD + TJ:= C1Vl + TJ

6) Decompose the state v = [~~] and the matrices

Since Qobs is symmetric and positive definite the singular
values 0"1, ... 0"n of I; = diag( 0"1, ..• 0"n) are the ordered
eigenvalues of Qobs.

4) Apply a state transformation with T= V.
Qobs then has the structure of (IY.17)

5) Construct the transformed system as:

•
Figure 9: Interconnection structure

will be equivalent to the system L;H

the interconnection,



B. Model reduction methods for Problem 4

Problem 4 treats the controlled system (IV.3) as an impulse
response system (IV.6) and aims at applying model reduction.
The truncation as in Procedure I can be applied to system
(IV.3) as well. For the impulse response system the motivation
to use this procedure is equal to the motivation as given in
section IV-A. But the result will differ somehow, because
the impulse response system (IV.3) has a slightly different
A-matrix.

Theorem V.I The KKT-conditions associated with Problem 5
are given as:

Zopt = AWopt, g(xopt, Uopt) :s 0, ()opt 2: 0
Uopt = CWopt, (()opt,g(xopt,Uopt)) = 0

g(xopt, u op,)1'0,'f :SO,
Aop,I,o=o, Exop,I'f=Aop,I'f

(V.2)

with:
Hankel norm approximation is another model reduction tech
nique that would be suitable for approximation of (IV.3). The
motivation for that is given here shortly.

Definition IV,S The Hankel operator 1-{ : £2 (JlL , Jl~m) ---->

£2 (~+, ~p), u_ f--+ y+ associated with system E is defined
as Proof' The proof is given in [10] •

where h(t) defines the impulse response of E.

So 1-{ defines the mapping from past inputs to future outputs
associated with system E. The Hankel operator of an input
output system has nice equivalence with the class of impulse
response systems (i.e. systems that have their input restricted
to the impulse distribution). The equivalence is that as well
past inputs as an impulse signal bring a system to an initial
condition.
The equivalence of the impulse response models and the Han
kel operator gives rise to the conclusion that Model reduction
in the Hankel norm is a good candidate for solving Problem
4. Theory and procedures can be found in [6].

V. REPRESENTATIONS FOR AFFINE INEQUALITY

CONSTRAINTS ON A LINEAR SYSTEM WITH A QUADRATIC

COST

In this section Problem I is considered, where the system i; =

f(x, u) is linear, the inequality constraint g(x, u) affine and
the cost function F(x, u) 2: 0 quadratic. So the goal is to
obtain a system description for the controlled system EK that
solves the following optimisation problem:

Problem S

-2
1 lotf [ Xu ] T [ QNTPopt := inf

xEX,uEIlJ

+ xTExltf

(V.I)

System (Y.2) is an autonomous nonlinear system, where
the nonlinearity arises from the inequality constraint. This
inequality constraint makes it hard to find an exact solution
for the internal variables (xopt, Aoptl.
A solution equivalent with solutions of the equality constrained
systems remains an unsolved problem so far. Although some
interesting results are posed in the upcoming Section which
might give some insight in the solution and which are a nice
starting point for further research.
As a first attempt in gaining some insight, inequality
constraints on the states only are treated in an approximate
case in section V-A. The approximation is based on the
assumption of having prior knowledge of the active sets of
the constraints and the moments that they will be active.
Second an aside is made in dissipativity theory, where some
general results for the equality constrained results are linked
to the inequality constrained system with an example.

A. Inequality constraints on the state and prior knowledge of
the active sets

To gain some insight in the inequality constrained optimal
solution, Problem 5 is approximated. The approximation is
restricted to state constraints (i.e. B g = 0), no cross coupling
in the cost function (Le. N = 0) and a quadratic end term in
the cost function (Le. ~(x) = xT Ex). But the main approxi
mation step is that it is assumed to have prior knowledge on
the active sets of the inequality constraints.

Definition V.2 (Active set) Given the set of ng inequality
constraints g(x(t), u(t)) :s 0, then the active set is defined as:

Here, R > 0, Q 2: 0, E 2: 0, Xo E Xo and Ag, Bg,Cg are
matrices of appropriate dimensions

First a short geometrically explanation of the notion active sets
is given. Whenever a state trajectory is constrained to 'stay on
one side of a plane' (ie. is inequality constrained), it is allowed
to move freely, so unconstrained, as long as the trajectory

s.t. Agx + Bgu + Cg :s 0

Ax + Bu - i; = 0, x(to) = Xo
9act(t) = {ilg;(x(t),u(t)) = O} (V.3)



does not tend to violate the boundary defined by the plane.
But at the moment that the boundary tends to be violated,
the state trajectory should either stay on the plane or (maybe
after some time) leave the plane in the right direction. As soon
as a constraint is hit, i.e. the trajectory enters the plane, the
constraint becomes active, i.e. a member of the active set.

Plane

optimal trajectory
without constraint

optimal trajectory
with constraint

Figure 10: Example of constrained optimal trajectory

II I. The same holds for the final condition of system I,
which has to be determined from the initial condition of
system I I. Since system I I has the requirement that the
initial condition is feasible (i.e. XlT1 E ,1"0) it will become a
boundary condition for system I.

Notational remarks: Let a singular value decomposition of
Ag define:

Ag=UI~IVT, T=V
T

The system I I is equivalent to the equality constrained system
Case D (IIU2), of which the state coordinates v are a subset
of state space coordinates (TI, "(), defined as:

(~)=(g:)=c;

To couple the systems, system I and I I I are also state
space transformed to the <;-domain. Further are the subscripts
TI , T2 , tf for matrices E defined as the final cost at
respectively time T I , T2 , t f .

System I:

'7(tO)='70. '7IT, =-r.,u'[c9 ,

I'ITl =ETl'7IT1 + [~l ] U'[ /liTl

Theorem V.3 The approximated solution to Problem 5 con
tains the system ~HI' which is defined by (VA)

Theorem V.4 The approximated solution to Problem 5 con
tains the system ~HIl' which is defined by (V.S) and is
equivalent to system (IIU2)

•

(VA)

with:
~ T A [ A -BR- l B T

] T
E Tl = TETlT ,A = T _Q _AT T

cT = [-R-lfTTT]

Proof' The proof is given in [10]

System II:

System (V.2) is now approximated with the following (time-)
concatenation of systems:

I t E [to, TIl, An unconstrained system ~HineqC-I

II t E [TI , T 2 l, A constrained system ~Hineqc-II' such that
Agx + Cg = 0 for all time t E [TI , T2 ]

III t E [T2 , tf], An unconstrained system ~Hineqc-III

which can be visualised as follows:

In terms of optimal control it is important to note that the
optimal state trajectory may already be different with respect
to the unconstrained trajectory before the constraint will be
active. This makes the problem more difficult and will result
in differences in the boundary conditions. Besides that it is in
general not the case that the moment that the unconstrained
optimal trajectory hits the constraint equals the moment that
the constrained optimal trajectory hits the constraint.

Figure 11: Approximation of inequality constrained system

To solve this problem it is decoupled into the three separate
parts where freedom in the boundary conditions of these
parts is used to treat the concatenation as it is solved by one
optimisation problem.
Pontryagin's optimality principle (see for example [lID,
states that the optimal path for causal systems can be found
by starting at time t = t f and working backwards in time
while following the cheapest path. So the boundary conditions
have to be derived by reasoning from time t = tf, through
time t = T2 , t = T I to t = to. This yields that the system
II (i.e. t E [TI , T2 ]) has to be treated as a system with
final condition determined by the initial condition of system •

'721 Tl ='72Tl

I'IT2=ET2'7ITl +[~l ]/iiTl
(V.S)

•Proof: The proof is in [10]

System III:

~ = { Vopt = AVopt + B
HII Uopt = CVopt + V

with:
~ T - [ A -BR- l B T

] T
E T2 = TET2 T ,A = T _Q _AT T

c T = [-W'fTTT]

Proof: The proof is in [10]

Theorem V.S The approximated solution to Problem 5 con
tains the system ~HI I I' which is defined by (V.6)

_ { C;opt = A<;opt '7ltf=jT·ee'l'ltf=Etf'7l t f

~HIlI - Uopt = C<;opt '7(T2)='7T2=[-r. , U'[C9 ] (V.6)
'721 T2

UnconstrainedConstrainedUnconstrained

to I



VI. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper has shown that it is possible to transform the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, related to an optimal
control problem with affine equality constraints, to an affine
dynamical autonomous system. Since the KKT conditions can
be written as a DAE system it is a nice transformation for a
certain class of DAE systems.
For the same case but now with inequality constraints, it is
shown that there is a transformation once the active sets are
known. So a recommendation would be to find a prediction
method on the active sets, while staying optimal.
For these resulting autonomous systems, this paper gives a
structure to make it possible to obtain order reduced systems.
Although, more research in model reduction of autonomous
systems is preferable.
As another recommendation for future research, it might be
interesting to consider other control objectives. For example
it might be interesting to find a nice representation for robust
controlled systems which respect constraints. Further is the
synthesis of controllers out of controlled systems a topic which
needs much more research.

nonzero and the simulation result shows that until just before
t = Tl the cost stays at zero. And in an optimal manner the
constraint becomes feasible (ignoring some numerical details)
just in time. This is the anticipation one would expect. After
t = Tl the system keeps its constraint until it is not longer
necessary and then again the cost is minimised.

(Y.9)

(V.8)

(Y.?)

(Y.U)

(Y.IO)

where the boundary conditions are:

Theorem V.6 Let PI,PIl solutions of (V.?) and ET3 , ET2
satisfy (y'8), then the approximated solution to Problem 5 is
given by the time-concatenation of the following systems:

[
flopt] _ [A-BPI -B ] [1/oPt]
Cropt - 0 -[A-BPI IT cropt

Uopt=-R-
1 ST Pj 1]opt

Now by restricting ET3 and ET2 to

ET3 = PI

ET2 = [(-PIIA12-':~)t(B2-PIIBI)]

B. Realisation and simulation of the inequality approximation

As in Section III-E a practical representation for the con
catenation of systems ~HI (VA), ~HII (Y.5), ~HIII (V.6),
is presented here. The following ARE's have to be solved to
obtain the resulting systems:

PIA - ATPI - pd3PI + Q
PIlAn + AEpIl + PIlA 12 PIl - A2l = 0

1) Simulation with the simple example: To verify and em
phasise the obtained results, the following simulation results
are obtained for the simple example.

7/(to) = 7/0
7/l(Tl ) = -~11U'[Ch

7/l(T2 ) = -~11U'[Ch

TI2 (Ttl = T)2 T1

T)2 (T2 ) = 7)2
T2

(V.12)
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Properties of modern controller design techniques

• Controller order 2: Model order

• High order controllers::::} Computational trouble

• Apply model reduction
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• Major advantage of this method is the consideration of the
control objectives during the whole procedure

• Drawback is that known techniques can not directly be
executed during the procedure

My Assignment

• Part I
• Find a representation for the controlled system LK
• Include constraints

• Part II
• Obtain a reduced order description of the controlled system
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Problem part I

Problem part I

Given

• a system L = {X=f(X,U) to be controlledy=p(x,u) ,

• constraints that have to be fulfilled, h(x, u) = 0, g(x, u) :::; 0

• control objectives in terms of a 'costfunction',

Problem part I

Problem part I

Given

• a system L = {X=f(X,U) to be controlledy=p(x,u) ,

• constraints that have to be fulfilled, h(x, u) = 0, g(x, u) :::; 0

• control objectives in terms of a 'costfunction',

find a representation for the controlled system that satisfies the
objectives.

No constraints =} standard optimal control problem
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Problem part I

Problem part I • Mathematical setting

Find Popt for which:

Solution method

• To solve Problem part I, we use the dual optimisation
method.

• The KKT conditions

where J(x, u, xo) = ~ J~ F(x, u)dt + ~(x)lt, is the costfunction

Popt := infx,u

S.t.
J(x, u,xo)

g(x, u) :::; 0
h(x, u) = 0

f(x, u) - x = 0

(1 )

x(O) = Xo

fdyn(Xopt, >"oPt, f-Lopt, ()opt, Uopt) :::; 0

fstat(xopt, Aopt, f-Lopt, ()opt, Uopt) :::; 0

form a nonlinear, complex coupled set of algebraic and
differential equations.

• How can we solve this system?
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Solution method The affine equality constrained problem

8Ld - 0
8'\opt -

.E.bL - 0
8/Lopt -

• the cost function is quadratic:

J(x, u, xo) = ~ ~t' [~f [~ ~] [~l dt + x TExit, (3)

• the equality constraint function h(x, u) is affine:

(2)

Problem part I is considered for which

• the system x= f(x, u) is linear:

x = Ax+Bu
1. a. Xopt = f( Xopt, uopr) {::}

b. h(xopt, Uopt) = 0

c. g(xoPt, uopr) ~ 0
2 a .E.bL-O. . 8uopt-

b .E.bL - 0
. 8xopt-

3. a. (}opt ~ 0
b. ((}opt, gopt) = 0

with Ld=(1 ,F(x,u»)+(,\,f(x,u»)+(.X,x)+(JL,h(x,u»)+(II,g(x,u»
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The affine equality constrained solution Compare

The affine equality constrained KKT conditions

The KKT-conditions associated with the affine equality
constrained Problem are given as:

LK = {Ezopt = AWopt + B
eqc Uopt = CWopt

(5)

Standard unconstrained optimal control problem

Find Popt for which:

Popt := infx,u J(x, u, xo) = ~ J~ [~f [~ ~J [~l dt + x T EXit,
S.t. Ax + Bu - x= 0 x(O) = Xo

where W = ( fr )

• This is a DAE system

• It is generally hard to find a solution of DAE systems

The KKT conditions

[
~oPt]
'\opt

Uopt =
[

A -BR-1 BT] [xoPt ]
_0 _AT '\opt

[ _R- 1 BT 1Aopt
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Compare

The affine equality constrained KKT conditions

The affine equality constrained solution

Main result

The affine equality constrained KKT conditions can be
converted to:

Uopt =

[
x

oPt
] [0]>"opt + °

/l-opt Ch

LK; = { Vopt = AVopt + B
eqc Uopt = CVopt + V

This system is an Affine autonomous system of differential
equations

(6)
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The affine equality constrained solution

Main result

The affine equality constrained KKT conditions can be
converted to:

LK; = { Vopt = AVopt + B (6)
eqc Uopt = CVopt + V

This system is an Affine autonomous system of differential
equations

• It is easy to find a solution for such a dynamical system

• The system has a Hamiltonian structure

The affine equality constrained solution

Hamiltonian structure

The affine equality constrained controlled system:

This system is an Affine autonomous system of differential
equations
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The affine equality constrained solution

Stable representation

The Hamiltonian system converted to a stable representation:

" _ { V1 apt = AV1aP1 + i3
LK - --

eqc Uopt = CV1apt + V

This system is a stable Affine autonomous system of differential
equations

Example

Given the system

L = { [ Z~] = [11 ~2] [~;] + [~ 31 ] [~;]
y = [~;]

the constraint
X1 + X2 =-1

and the cost function to minimise

J(x, u, xo) = ~t' xf + x~ + uf + u~ dt + x T EXit,

where E is yet still undetermined

(7)

(8)

(9)
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We find the following controlled system

v= -3.391 v + 0.3128

The obtained controlled system is used as feedforward
controller for the plant

which results in the following response

U- [0.0861] V+ [-0.1558]
- 0.4488 -0.0327

Vito = Vo

(10)
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The affine inequality constrained problem

Problem part I is considered for which

• the system x= '(x, u) is linear:

x=Ax+ Bu

• the cost function is quadratic:

J(x, u,xo) = ~ ~tt [~f [$~] [~l dt + xTExltt

• the constraint function g(x, u) is affine:

(11 )

(12)

Active set

(I' .... _.,.1

optimal trajpctory
withOllt. con,st.raint

Plane

optimal trajectory
with constraint

Agx + Bgu + Cg :S 0 (13)
The active set is the set inequality constraints that hold with
equality.
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The affine inequality constrained problem

Approximation step

The affine inequality constrained problem

Approximation step

Unconstrained
Equality

Constrained Unconstrained Unconstrained
Equality

Constrained Unconstrained

I T1 II T2

Agx + Bgu + Og = 0
III to I T1 II T2

Agx + Bgu + Og = 0
III

Figure: Active set approximation Figure: Active set approximation

Result

• A time concatenation of three autonomous affine systems

• which are coupled by the boundary conditions of the
different parts
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Simulation results of the approximation Results for Part I

For t = [20,40]: X1 + X2 ::::: -1

Figure: State trajectory for the optimal controlled system with active
set approximation

Part I

Results so far

We have proven that

• Affine equality constraints ::::} Affine autonomous system

• Affine inequality constraints :::} Affine autonomous
systems concatenation

Provided prior knowledge about the active sets!
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Problem part II Model reduction

Problem part II

Given an autonomous affine controlled system LK

• Obtain a reduced order description t K of the controlled
system

\L

Model
Reduction-

Part II

Step
response

LTI system

~~[t.J
Affine ~~

Autonomous ~
system Impulse

response
LTI system

~ Balanced truncation

~
~ Reachable space truncation

MR - Modal truncation
~~.ankel norm approximation
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X1 + X3 = -1

and the cost function to minimise

Model reduction

Step
response

LTI system

G~[t:J-----
Affine ~ r-:-l~

Autonomous ~
system Impulse

response
LTI system

~0 k..achable' space tr~ncation

~-~~.ankel norm approximation

Example

Given the system

L=

the constraint

[

1 2 0.5 5 ] [Ul]2 1 -3 -1 U2
42 7 3 U3
1 3 7 2 U4

(14)

(15)

Model reduction

• Convert the autonomous system to an LTI system

• Apply classical model reduction techniques

rt' T T TJ(x, u, Xo) = J~ x x + u u dt + x Exit,

where E is yet still undetermined

(16)
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We find the following controlled system

[
-4.076 0.3646 2.188] [ 0.1271 ]it = -1.008 -6.422 -0.5349 V + 2.146
2.017 -0.3225 -5.337 -0.5194

The obtained controlled system is used as feedforward
controller for the plant

~ Uop~ Y0l:!:

~

which results in the following response

[

-0.5063 0.07606 0.0006413]
U - -0.5388 0.1944 -0.3167

- 0.09142 -0.2386 -0.3812
0.2501 0.6976 0.6403

Vito = Vo

[

-0.1969 ]
V + 0.4287

0.1068
-0.6251

(17)
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which we reduce to

The obtained controlled system is used as feedforward
controller for the plant

L~ -
Keqc - [

-0.04996 -0.2613]
D= -0.2484 -0.5125 V+

0.1216 -0.3079
-0.5081 0.7986

[

-0.1969 ]
0.4287
0.1068

-0.6251

(18)

which results in the following response
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Results for Part II

Results so far

We have

• proven that the autonomous system can be written as a
step or impulse response system

• proposed a method for model reduction respecting the
constraints

Conclusion & Recommendations

Conclusions

• We found a method to find controlled systems that respect
equality constraints

• We found a method to approximate controlled systems that
respect inequality constraints

• We propose a method to apply model reduction, suitable
for the autonomous affine systems
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Conclusion &Recommendations

Recommendations

• Solve the controller synthesis problem (i.e. Given the
reduced order controlled system and the plant model, find
the controller)

• Find a prediction method to estimate the active sets, such
that the resulting system stays optimal

• Find representations for reduced order controllers for other
design objectives, like robust control

Questions

•
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